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• .B.oyd leads Knights to
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presidency ·
President jolm Hitt
considers other offers
despite $93, 000 raise

Point ·guard faces felony charges
men's basketball team.
off work and was counting the $200 he
Orlando police stopped Miller had earned when a black male
because he matched the description of a approached him with a gun. According
UCF point guard Al Miller found man who had just robbed a Tahu disc to the police report, the robber said,
himself :in Orange Golinty Jail in the · jockey at gunpoint. He was arrested · "Homeboy, what's up? Give me all your
early morn4tg hours of Jan. 2 after after officers found $200 cash and a money." Before the robber left, he
police arrested and charged the senior. credit card with the victim's name and frisked the .victim for more money.
with armed robbery. The incident led to photo, according to a police report.
PLEASE.SEE Miller
Miller's indefinite suspension from the
The victim said he had just gotten
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When University of
Alabama officials announce
the finalists for their university's presidency, President
John . Hitt's name will no
longer be on the list.
On Thursday, Hitt officia.JJ.y told Alabama he was no
longer interested in the job
and would remain at UCF.
The Alabama presidency,
which has been open since
May when former president
Andrew Sorensen. left to lead
the Univer,sity of South
Carolina, has attracted sevei:.al prominent candidates
besides Hitt, including Robert
Witt, president .of University ·
of Texas at Arlington.
But few people _at UCF
knew Hitt was considering
other-jobs, even after trustees
granted Hitt a $93,000 raise
in hopes of keeping him here.
The trustees also agreed to
give Hitt a five-year contract
that would increase his
salary of $295,000 each year
based on an annual evaluation.
While some at UCF were
stunned to hear that Hitt was
consi9.ering other job offers,
Dan Holsenbeck, vice president of university relations,
called Hitt' s-decision to consider other offers "standard
business."
"He gets approached
fairly frequently by individuals he kno~s or by ~s. who
are hired to identify candi- _
dates [for administ!'ation and
faculty positions]," fiolsenbeck said~
''Any professional would
be remiss not to look at an
opportunity that presente.d
itself to them," he added. "I
think it is recognition of what
this institution has come to be
and [Hitt's] absolute essential rol~ in getting it to where
it is."
Had Hitt, 62, been selected to take charge of the
University of Alabama, he
would have lead a significantly smaller school with a population of 19,633, compared
with UCF's 38,598 student
population.

Organizers
estimate half a
mil!ion protesters
from across the
country, including
a bus load of UCF
students, attended
an anti-war rally
Saturday in
Washi~gton, D.C.
Protesters marched
from the Capitol to
the Washington
Navy Yard.

,T

JASON IRSAY

hey endured .the winter chill, traveling to Washington, D.C., on a psychedelic bus, for
_ different reasons but with one common goal.
.
They knew on Friday, when they boarded the blue, modified school bus - the.owner,
Ken, removed the seats and replaced them "'{ith sofas, and painted the ceiling.with ·elves, flowers
and mushrooms - that they faced a·1ong, bitterly cold night on the unheated bus.

Some came for the experience. Some came to inequality- including speeches by Jesse Jackson and
Al Sharpton - the protesters marched from a rally
. work All came to protest.
Nineteen UCF students joined a crowd that organ- that WBS staged in front of. the U.S. Capitol to the
izers said numbered 500,000 pe0ple from across the -Washington Navy Yard. country Satu;rdayto peacefully protest the pendingwar
The occasion united several seemingly miswith Iraq.
matched groups. The Uilitarian Church and the
Orgariized by International ANSWER (Act Now to Socialist Workers of America together voiced their
. Stop War and End Racism), the event drew a wide .opposition to American military action against Ir.~.
range of groups to the nation's capital. After a rally
PLEASE SEE D..C. ON A-5
filled with speeches denouncing war, raci.Sm and
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Higher education around the nation
Outlawing fake degrees ·

,

·•
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•

The North Dakota Legislative Assembly is
on tr~ to pass a bill that would punish anyone
trying to us~ a degree from a diploma mill as a
legitimate credential.
Under ,the bill, anyone who liSes a fake
degree for employment, education or othe;r personal gain could be ~harged with a Class A misdemeanor.
No specific,punishment is laid out in the legislation, leaving the courts free to administer
fines or jail time. The bill defines as a diploma
mill any institution that is not accredited by an
agency recognized by the U.S. Department of
Education or by a foreign equivalent.
A handful of other states, including Oregon
and New Jersey, have similar laws on the bookS.
State Rep. RaeAnn G. Kelsch, a Republican
who is chahwoman of the House Education
Committee, introduced the bill after learajllg ,
that the number of diploma mills that advertise
on.the Internet is growing. She said people may
not realize that many of these adve_rtise:qients ~
are scams.
.
.
.,.
,
Although there' have been no~· r~rded
instances of someone's passing a fake 4ewee-Off
as real in North Dakota, state officialS are con- · ·
cerned that illegitimate institutions are mimick- .
ing the names of legitimate ones, she said.
DebraHuber, administrator for educational
equity and private postsecondary institutions
for North Dakota's State Board for Vocational
and Technical Education, testified at an
Education Committee hearing that ail institution located on the Caribbean island of
Dominica i~ called Concordia College &
University. Many North Dakota students attend
Concordia College in Moorhead, ·Minn., located
on the border of the two states.
The institution.in Dominica advertises on
its Web site that it usually awards degrees within 12 hours, based on an ap_plicant's life experience. No classes or exams are required.
Associate and bachelor's degrees cost
$599, master's degrees cost $699, and doctorates cost $1,099, including shipping and handling. The institution's Web site advertises that
a person ~o receives a degree will be sent a
certified diploma and two transcripts, complete
with watermarks in the paper.
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St1:dden death ofDelta
Upsilon brother shocks
family andfriends ·

THE central florida
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·
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·23-year-9ld.student

. Unwanted hard drives often reveal secrets
According to a new report by two graduate
students at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, indivtdual computer users, institutions and.government agencies too often fail to
erase data on hard drives properly before
throwing away or reselling the drives. Sensitive
information can be passed on to anyone who
obtains those hard drives.
The two graduate students, Simson L.
Garfinkel and Abhi Shelat, bought 158 used
. hard drives from November 2000 to August
. 2002, mostly off eBay, but also from small businesses and used computer ·stores. Of the 129
drives that worked, 49 had recoveraple information.
The researchers found on· those drives,
among other things, corporate personnel
memos, love letters, pornography, credit-ct.hi
numbers and a letter to a doctor· from aJna'.n
who said that his 7-year-old son's cancer. treatment was inadequate. One drive appearOO to
have been used in an automated teller machine,
and contained account numbers, transaction
dates and balances. .
GarfinkeL who was a technology journalist
for many years before he decided to pursue a
doctorate in security technology at MIT, said
that the press occasionally highlights cases in
which private information leaks out through the
transfer of used hard drives. But, for the most
part, "this is a huge problem and nobody is
aware of it," he said.
There are already many products on the

•

3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 115
Orlando, FL 32817

·

RACHEL ZALL
STAFF WRITER

The Delta Upsilon fraternity remembered James Schaller, 23, at ~ candleli@t
memorial service Friqay ev,e:oing:; aft,~r the
senior died last Wedif~sday·n"1 ·an~e!!l'Ysm
that burst in hi~allh- j"~ · ., · · ·.
His death shocked .friends and family
who say Schaller never showed signs that he
had any symptoms of an aneurysm - a ruptured blood vessel in the brain - which is a
rare condition for young adults.
Schaller, a communications major,
transferred from St. Petersburg Community
College to UCF three years ago and planned
to graduate in May. He pledged the Delta
Upsilon fraternity during the spring 2000.
"He told me he spent his best times in
life when he was at UCF," said senior Mike
Critchet, 21, Schaller' s fraternity big brother.
"He was a very active member - he worked
a lot - but when he wasn't working, he was
here."
"He·loved his fraternity, it was the best
thing that happened to him," said Karen
Schaller, James Schaller's mother.
·' '
•
BRETT HA.RT I CFF
. Schaller loved to golf, fish and scuba
Family
members
embfa.ce
each
other
as
they
loolc over a
dive and wanted to work in an administrative career field, . she said. Motivated and display of pictures and personal items belonging to James ·
Schaller, who died after an aneurysm burst in his brain.
determined, James Schaller knew exactly
what he wanted out of life, ltis mother said.
"He wa8 the best kid a mother could
"He was like my rock," she said. ''When
ever want, and had a great sense of humor," he took me and Tasha on as his little sisters
she said. "He was very warm-hearted and during Homecoming in 2000, it was one of the
caring. He got me through some tough times. best nights we had."
Certain, people just have an aura about them
Karen Schaller is thankful for everyone
that draws people to them, and he was one of who has offered condolences.
those people."
"Being surrounded by all his fraternity
Junior Tasha Milian, ~1, called Schaller brothers and friends is very comforting," she
·
a man with a huge heart.
said. "It's good to know he was so well
"He was like my protector; he kept all loved." ·
the bad guys away," she said.
Schaller .is survived by his parents,
Former UCF student Ashley ~iverling, Karen Schaller and James Schaller Sr., and
20, called Schaller _a brilliant person.
sister, Meghan Schaller, all of ~t. Petersburg.
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·, aneurysm~
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KRISTA ZILIZI .

While brain aneur-isms
are uncommon for young 1
_people, eight to 10 million
Americans will develop
aneurysms - swollen blood
vessels -:- over their lifetime. Most aren't fatal
, because they are too small
·· 'to rupture, but nearly
25,000 to 30,000 cases of
ruptured aneurysms occur
in the nation each year.
Forty percent of the people
who suffer bleeding from a
brain aneurysm die within
the first month.
People with certain
conditions, including polycystic kidney disease and
genetic disorders in the
nervous system, are more
likely
to
develop
aneurysms. Significant evidence suggests that cigarette smoking increases the
risk of a . ruptured
aneurysm. A smoker is 10
times more likely to sustain
an aneurysm rupture than a
non-smoker.
The initial symptom of
a brain aneurysm may·be a
sudden, severe headache
followed by. neck stiffness,
· nausea, vomiting, sensitivi~ - '. ty _
to ligbt, a dilated pupil in
·" .one eye or the inability to
move. one eye in all directions. Victims inay also suf~
fer pain above or behind the
eye, in the temple, in the
back of the skull or the
neck.
Most people will not be
aware ·that they have an
aneurysm in the brain until
the aneurysm ruptures,
causing
the
severe
headache. Fbr the majority
of people, symptoms do not
come directly from the
aneurysm, but rather fyom
its complications.
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Fac;ulty Senate president .~.D.1
joins Board-of Trustees
89l N. Alafaya Trail

407-382-2648

"Board welcomes public
to ·discuss master plan
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

- Faculty Senate President Michael Mullins will
join UCF's 13-member Board of Trustees as its
newest member When the trustees convene for the
first time this year on Thursday.
Mullens' ·position on the board is a representative status, created as a result of Amendment 11
that passed in November. That measure established a permanent seat on the Board of. Trustees
for faculty senate presidents and created a board
to oversee each of the local boards-·of trustees at
Florida's 11 public universities. .
The position is similar to the seat on the
board held by Student Body President Marco
Pe:fia - a guaranteed slot that grants the sitting.
Faculty Senate leader responsibility for representing the opinions and interests of UCF's faculty members.
"It's absolutely critical to have a professor on
the board because someone has to articulate the
viewpoints of the faculty," Mullins said. "In the
past, it's not always clear if the faculty viewpoint
has been understood."
"It's as important as having a student serve

Board of lrustees meeting

When: 8:30 a.m. Thursday
Where: Cape Rorida Ballroom. Student Union ·
Public hearing: Requests to speak during the public hearing
on the Uff master pion must be received ~ 5p.m. today. Fax
speaker requests to 407-ff23-22M. Speakers will be limited to
five minutes each.

on the board," he added.
Mullins' stint as a UCF trustee will be shortlived; he resigns his position as Faculty Senate
president in April after serving as its chairman for
almost three years.
The incommg chairman will take over once
the 60-member Faculty Senate elects a new president in April. Faculty Senate presidents at UCF
are elected on an annual basis.
·
· Thursday's meetingwill also be the first time
the Board of Trustees convenes since Amendm~nt
11 went into effect Jan. 7. The same members
remain on .the board, with the exception of Ava
Parker who was appointed to the Board of
Governors.
The Board of Trustees will also adopt the
five-year update of the master plan for UCF's
Orlando campus. The board will hear public comments reglll'ding the plan in a public hearing during the day. Those interested in speaking should
submit a request to Board of Trustees secretary
Beth Barnes by 5 p.m. today.

Show your UCF ID
and save another $Sf..

Dr. Mariann L. Tucker
.Optometrist
INSIDE THE NEW
. ni.ENSCRAffERS.
at Waterford Lakes

SUi'ISE'f SUi'IGl>\SSES
offers the latest
copies of

SGA senators vow to lobby for

Designer Styles

deferred student loan payments
BEN BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

Student Government Association Vice
President Brian Kirlew decided Thursday to petition lawmakers to defer student. loan payments up
to an extra year in light of a weak economy that
has left many graduates jobless.
Kirlew plans to introduce a resolution which
would call for UCF's lobbying firm and the Florida
Schools Association, a group that lobbies for 10
Florida universities, to petition Congress and the
White House for deferments on federal student
loans once the SGA Senate approves the plan.
Currently the Federal Student Aid program
requires students to begin repaying their loans
within six months of graduation. Kirlew and other
student government officials want that time
extended by 12 months for a total grace period of
18months.
"President Bush introduced a stimulus package that addresses several concerns with the

economy, however, these do not address help for
students whose economic situation is getting
worse and worse," he said.
Kirlew believes that the loan deferments
could be a viable part of Bush's economic stimulus
package. The current $600 billion package
includes extending unemployment benefits, accelerating 2001 tax reductions, ending taxes on stock
dividends and creating new incentives for business investment.
.Jf the resolution passes, Kirlew plans to contact all the congressional members from Florida,
members on the appropriate congressional committees, the White House, the Department of
Education and major media outlets.
Kirlewwould also like to see the other schools
"get on board."
'We felt that President Bush's economic package should do more to help students and those of
us in debt," Kirlew said. 'We are student leaders
and I don't know of any issue more important to
students than money ."

OAKLEY imposter

FREE SUNGLASSES
@WWW.

Freesunglasses4u
.com
"Home resales
hit record again."

--Orlando Sentinel

Student suspende.d after explosion
charge of failing to prevent a criile. According to
the charging document, a suicide bomber warned
market that erase data from hard drives, although her to get off the bus, implying that he was about to
Garfinkel says that many computer users are not blow himself up. She denies that she was warned
aware of .the products, do not know how to use and acknowledges only that she disembarked with
them, or don't bother to use them. Some people Samiah Asadi, a fellow student, shortly before the
believe that reformattirig a drive will erase all the explosion.
information on it, but Garfinkel says that in most
Of the two women, only Bakri faces trial. But
cases data can still be retrieved.
at the end of October, when the academic year
began, both were temporarily suspended pending
Arab student contests suspension
a hearing before the college's discipliilary board.
A woman who was susp~nded from Safed
Bakri's suspension was taken up by Adalah,
College., in Israel's Galilee region, on the basis of the Legal Center for Arab Minonty Rights in Israel,
accusations that she had failed to prevent a suicide which has appointed a lawyer, Gadeer Nicola., to
bombing iS demanding to be reinstated.
represent her in the disciplinary case.
- The college says the campus will erupt in vio· The disciplinary hearing, originally scheduled
lence if the woman and a friend who has also been for last month, was postponed after Nicola asked
suspended ·are allowed to return.
an Israeli court to compel the college to allow her
The reality of today's Israel is being played to represent Bakri at that hearing.
out in miniature at the college, a regional campus ·
Safed College's director general, Hevron
of Barllan University. The two Arab women are Travelsi, said he had no choice but to temporarily
accused of involvement, in an attack on a bus to suspend the two women, ·because emotions are
Safed on Aug. 4. Two students were killed, along running high at the college and in Safed. ·
with seven other Israelis.
Yassera Bakri is being tried on the criminal
-COMPILED BY KRISTA ZIUZI
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D.C. ·protesters i11cltide·19 from UCF·
· many protesters railed against .
. ·
.. . what they ealled the .real ,"axis· of
Not lR Our Name, a mostly:youth evil": ·racism, poverty arid milimovement, marched with veterans tarism.
·
- ·
groups and s~nior ci~ens calllng
Many protesters cfu:ected their
~or a peaceflJl soluijon to the crisis ire toward the leaders.of the adminwith Iraq.
istrati6n: President G~rge . W
The UCF protesters·made the Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney
856-mile journey fo express their' and Secretary of Defense Donald
disapproval With the Bush allininis- · Rumsfeld.
·
tration's stance. The · trip chalJunior Mike Nelson 29 made
lenged them physically and mental- the trtp mainly for th~t ~on,
ly, .but their devotion·to the cause although he said he does not supmade the trip worthwhile.
port the war. 'Tm not really against
Some students, like senior war, but I'm against the reasons [for .
Jennifer Krys~ 22, felt obligated war] of the Bush administration,"
to voice their opposition to war. "If . Nelson said. "It's a chance to
you believe in something, I think protest Bush."
you gotta stand up for it," Kryshka
The UCF protesters did notexpect the. protest to change the
said
Most of the student protesters · policy of the administration or avert
oppose wru: in general. Senior · a war. Still,·they hoped some good
Andrea Cuccaro, 21, marched for would come of it. "I can hope for the
that reason.
best," McBride said
"I don't believe in war,"
Before the protest, Holbert
Cuccaro s~d "It's not economical saidhedidnotkilowwhattoexpect
or ecological." .
of it. "I've never been to anything
Others, like freshman Dan like this," Holbert saj.d "I hope the
Holbert, 18, opposed the reasons for government will get the message
the war. "I think if we go to war a lot that the people are for more peaceof people will die, resources could able means."
be used better, and I'm afraid of the
Kryshka hoped for a similar
power it could give the government outcome. "l expect it to be a good
and oil companies," Holbert said.
turnout 1" she said before the
~nior Joe McBride, 23, felt · protest. "I hope it will make the govsimilarly about the protest. Asked ernment think about what it's
on the way to Washington what he doing."
hoped to encounter there, he said,
Fbr senior Loren Mayo, 23, the
. "I expect Ainericans voicing their trip itself was the reason for going.
opposition against a cause that is "I'm here because I've never done
ultimately for greed."
anything like this before,'' she said
Most of the protesters seemed
Two film students senior
to share McBride's views. C~ Tracy Powell, 22, and juni~r Miguel
~that read, "No Blood for Oil," Lima, 21, came to Washington toFROM PAGE A-1

•

•

record the event. They filmed the
protest, hoping to make a documentary.
.
Lima saw a wide range of people, some of whom he did not antic-·
ipate seeing. "I saw Muslims,
Pakistanis - that was cooL" he
said. "I saw people in wheelchairs. I .
saw a lot of kids. I didn't expect to
see that."
''.A lot of what I saw was [people mocking] Bush and his cabinet,
calling it the 'axis of power.' There
were a lot of old people," µma
added
The,- protest made an impact
on Powell: "It was amazing. It's definitely something I was glad I was a
part of," she said.
"It was cool that so many peo- .
ple stopped their busy schedules to
PHOTOS BY
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Many protesters held signs blaming the Bush administration for the cnsls with Iraq.
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Internship Fair
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•
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•

1:00 PM- 4:00 PM
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Location: UCF Arena
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Career Resource Center
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National Briefs
A U.N~ official disputed have been complajning about the
Hassan's account, saying that the administration's secrecy on military
·
BAGHDAD, Iraq - An Ifaqi inspector had offered to help with matters:
his
wife's
medical
treatment
out.
of
The
actions
by
the
White
physicist who was interviewed and
had his home searched by U.N. . concern for her health, rather than a . House are consistent with a strategy
arms experts this week accused desire to spirit him out of Iraq. that has served Bush well from the
.the inspectors Saturday of "Mafia- Hassan said i;;he suffers from kidney start: Energize the Republican base
like behavior" and likened the . stones, diabetes and high blood with strikingty conservative policies,
then win over moderates in both
encounter to a scene from the pressure.
The Bush adminiStration parties with.. Bush's popularity and
movie "The Godfather."
Faleh Hassan, a scientist -who wants the inspectors to go even fur-' soothing, compassionate rhetorichad worked on Iraq's nuclear- ther and insists that key scientists which will be on display in next
weapons program, also alleged that ·and their fapiilies be removed from week's State of the Union address. But there are signs·that Bush's
an inspector, who he described as Iraq, arguing that debriefing sessions
in
another
country_
would
strategy
of spending "political capian America.Ii woman, discreetly
allow
them
to
provide
more
candid
tal"
to
advance
conservative pro- .
offered to prQvide medical treatment outside Iraq for his sick wife disclosures about . the country's grams. is depleting · his store.
and to arrange for him to leave Iraq· alleged efforts to develop nuclear, Republican moderates, a small but
pivotal band, are getting edgy.
as "an escort" for her. Hassan said chemical and biological arms.
A pair of nonpartisan opinion
~e immediately spurned the offer.
polls last week - one by Gallup for
Hassan, 55, was one of two sci- Bush launch~ year with plenty
CNN and USA Today and one by the
entist.s whose homes were visited of conservative proposals
Pew
Research Center for the People
WASHINGTON
President
by inspectors Thursday morning in
the first unannounced searches of Bush has launched the new year " and the Press - foUI~.d that the proprivate residences since the latest with a flurry of conservative propos- · portion of Americans who approve
round of inspections began in late als, thrilling his most loyal backers of Bush had dipped to 58.percent,
November. Inspectors questioned but chipping away at his support the lowest since the Sept. 11, 2001,
him.and his family and scoured his from independent voters and mod- attacks and down from highs in the ·
80s.
house for almost six hours before erate Republican lawmakers.
Bush advisers say that is nothLast
week,
he
rejected·
a
plea
he was seen getting into a U.N.
vehicle with a large box of docu- .by four GOP moderates in the ing to worry about. Matthew Dowd,
Senate and sided with a conserva- who coordinates White House
ments.
'
·
tive
court challenge aimed at dis- polling for the Republican National
Hassan led the inspectors to a
mantling
affiniJ.ative action. · His Committee, points out that
small "farm he used to own on the
outskirts of Baghdad, then traveled $670 billion tax cut proposal has Presidents Ronald Reagan and Bill
to the inspectors' hotel, where he drawn objections from at least six Clinton both dipped below 40 perand a handful of Iraqi officials spent Republican senators in a chamber cent in public support, and that
several hours watching the inspeC- where the party has a two-vote Reagan won reelection while having
58 percent approval in polls and
majority.
tors photocopy the documents.
·
Bush's
moves
to
ease
proviClinton
won reelection while having
Hassan said the U.N. inspec52
percent
approval.
sions-in
the
Clean
Water
Act
and
his
tor's offer to help him leave Iraq
The White House and GOP
was made during the brief visit to renomiruition of judges with controthe farm, when the Iraqi officials versial records on racial issues have leaders do not think they are in any
accompanying him momentarily· also worried centrists, while danger of pushing moderates to
Republican senators of all stripes switch parties as Sen. James
left his side.

Iraqi scientist accuses U.N.
of Mafia' tactics

12000 COiiegiate wav

401-211-1616'

icy-makers are being fofred to con"'.'
front questions about the embryo
and fetus, drawing new energy and
emotion to the debate over their status.
·Last week alone, New Jersey
Anniversary of Roe vs. Wade .
Gov. James E. _McGreevey
renews aoortion debate WASHINGTON - As the announced that he would sign a bill
nation approaches the 30th'anniver- endorsing the use of human sary of Roe vs. Wade on Wednesday, embryos in stem cell research. In
the reasoning that the Supreme Washington, D.C., President Bush's
Court used to define a constitutional · bioethics panel debated the point at
right to abortion is facing sharp and which a human em.bryo becomes an
individual being. And in Nebraska;
novel challenges.
From medical research to state Sen. Mike Fbley filed a bill to
patenting rules, from homicide laws allow wrongful death lawsuits
to adoption laws, scientific develop- involvingthe loss of an unborn child,
ments_·are prompting lawmakers an action he said was partly aimed
and regulators to consider whether at undermining the logic of Roe.
In the landmark Roe vs. Wade
the human embryo and fetus
deserve special legal status to pro- decision, · Justice Harry A
Biackmun said for.the 7-2 majority
tect them.
Abortion opponents are seizing that the)X>urt could not resolve "this
on those developments in a loose most sensitive and difficult quesand eV'olving legal effort to try to ele- tion" of when life begins.
Finding no legal status for the
vate the legal status of the embryo in
a variety of arenas. Their goal: to embryo, Blackmun concluded that a
undermine the logic of the 1973 Roe woman has a privacy right-to termivs. Wade ruling. nate a pregnancy in its early phases.·
'Th supplement their pursuit of A later ruling said this period lasts
laws to restrict or limit abortions, until the fetus can live outside the
the opponents now hope to strike at womb, -or about the. 23rd week of
the core of the Supreme Court deci- development.
Once the fetus is viable, the
sion that said the unborn generally
gain rights only upon birth and state may claim a "legitimate interwomen may choose abortion with- est" in protecting the unborn life by
out restriction during the first phaS- regulating or even banning abores of pregnancy.
tion, Blackmun wrote.
Jeffrey Bell, a Republican politToday, abortion rights advoical strategist in Washington, D.C., cates say their opponents are trying
said debate is refoousing on what to undermine Blackmun's argument
matters most to anti-abortion by equating "the unborn" with ''poogroups: the value of human life.
pl~' in various areas of the law.
In debates driven primarily by
scientific and medical advances, pol-{()MP/LED BV KRISTA l/Ull
Jeffords, I-Vt., did in 2001, shifting
power to the Democrats. But they·
acknowledgB that Bush's tax cut, in
particular, is a tough sell.
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Miller on

S{lspension
since Jan. 2
FROM PAGEA-1

When the thief fled, the victim
ran to a witness and told hlm to
call 911.
After police apprehended
"Miller, the victim positively identified hlm as the robber, the
.report said. An officer found a
handgun and holster nearby
and the victim also identified the
gun as the one Miller was carry-.
ing. Officers returned the $200
and credit card to the victim and
took Miller into custody and
charged hlm with armed robbery, the report stated.
The armed robbery charge
is a felony and carries a possible
10-year jail sentence.
Miller started 10 of the season's first 12 games for the
Knights. But Coach Kirk Speraw
suspended him for -a violation of
team policies before UCF's Jan.
4 home game against F1orida
Atlantic. Before the suspension,
he was averaging 5.8 points and
two rebounds a game.
Steve Orsini, UCF athletic
director, said that until the matter is resolved in court, Miller
would continue his suspension
from the team.
,
UCF spokeswoman Llnda
Gray. said Miller was still
enrolled as a student.

How do UCF students
feel about Al Miller's
recent arrest?
•I

-a

"He should not Qe allowed to play
because he committed a crime and he's
not representing our school very well."

Anti-war activists plan

·. another event Feb. 15
FROM PAGE A-5

ready to go again."

co:rne together like that," she added. '"lb be
the right age at the right place at the right
time, it's really·rare to capture that [on

Emily Ruff, 21, and Mike Tiner, 22, were

The organizers of the trip, seniors

film]."

Anarchists made their presence felt,
climbing light poles and harassilfg law
enforcement.
·
One freshman who J:!lade the trip,
L Shannon Brady, 19, called the protest a lifechanging experience.
·
"It was one of the most memorable
events .of my life," she said. "It was reassuringto see that there are that many people who feel the way I do." ·
Freshman . Natalie Gomez, 19, said
she did not know for sure how she felt
about the war before the protest. She said
she had heard strong arguments both for
and against it. "I was trying to figure out
what I believe . . . and educate myself,"
Gomez said.
Now, she definitely opposes it.
Freshman Richard Jones, 19, had no
regrets about the trip. "It Was a $40 trip to
Washington. I got to help out," he said. "I'm

pleased with the outcome of the trip and
the protest. "I'm really gtad that so many
people showed up, both from UCF and in
general," Ruff said.
"[There was] a lot of unity and soli-·
darity in the crowd," Ruff said. "I hope as
college students we can take that unity and
solidarity to campus and continue the
movement there."
Tiner hopes to plan a protest trip
again. "I'm definitely very happy about the
way it turned out," Tiner said. "It was my
first time to visit the capital. I'm gtad it was
as an activist and not as a tourist."
Tiner added, "The next time there's a
protest, we'll try to get three or four buses."
::iternational ANSWER has pJ.anned
another protest for Feb. 15 in New York
City.
Although they would like to attend the
protest in New York, the UCF protesters
said they cannot afford to make another
BEN THACKER I CFF
trip so soon. They vowed to raise aware- · As a crowd of protesters cheered him on, a member of an anarchist
ness of the war on campus.
group taped a black flag to a light post at the anti-war rally Saturday.

.· a>

Classes
startin" soon!
LSAT: Classes begin Thursday, Apri~ 3, 2003

- HALEY C48RERA. 20. JUNIOR
/•

GMAT: Classes begin Thursday, Feb. 6, 2003·
GRE: Classes begin Tuesday, Feb. 25-, ~003
"Let him play, people mess up."
- MIKE HACKER, 78, FRESHMAN

DAT: Classes begin Tu~sday:, Feb ..4, 2003OAT: Cla~ses begin Tuesday, Feb. 4, 2003

"I don't think he should be allowed to
play because it was serious what he did."
- HEATHER HOFFMAN, 27. SENIOR

Call or yb;it us online today to enroll.

KAPLAN®
"I don't think he should be allowed to
play. but I don't think he should be
kicked off the team until he is proven
guilty."
- KEVIN MERIDHH. lf. JUNIOR

1-800-KAP--TEST
kaptest.com
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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ADAM RoscHE I CFF

Men's basketball player Troy Lindbeck sits outside the UCF Arena and takes time before practice to study for class.
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Athletes score ~emically
Though standards ke_ep student athletes
successful, universities push for ritore
and then with seasonal practices starting in October. The
team takes a couple of weeks off
Senior Sheila Marti, 21, at the end of the season and
isn't the stereotypical dumb then returns to conditioning in
jock. Although she spends 17 the spring.
·
hours a week practicing and
. Ka:rl Mooney, director of
training as the captain of the ' Academic Services for Student
UCF women's crew team, she Athletes, credits UCF's abovealso is a resident assistant in average requirements for the
the Libra housing community, success of its student athletes.
serves as co-chairman of the
Like all other UCF stuUnited Resident Student dents, athletes must maintain a
Association's Charity Ball and 2.0 GPA or face acad~mic probamaintains a 3.4 GPA.
tion. This, as well as many other
According . to Dennis UCF guidelines, exceeds those
Kamrad, Marti's coach, at least mandated by the National
15 of the 77 crew team . Collegiate Athletics Association
members have a 4.0 GPA.
(NCAA).
·
'We are very fortunate to
Although athlete GPAs
have ·excellent students," from last semester have not yet
Kamrad said. "Most of the ath- been compiled, Mooney estiletes on our campus are in good mates that the margin between
academic standing."
athletes and other students is
Although the crew team minimal and that in many promay be in better shape than oth- grams the- athletes surpassed
ers, UCF athletes generally per- the general UCF student body. .
form in the · classroom at the ·
Both the Ivy Leagµe and
level of the.overall student body. New England Small College
Said Alan Gooch, the assis- Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
tant head coach for f~otball, - now require that athletic teams
"[Athletes] are held to a \higher take off seven weeks during the
standard than ·any other stu- school year, in which there can
dent on this campus."
be no organized practices or
_In addition to the 20 hours training. These conferences
of practice per week during the -generally place more limit~tions
season, freshmen football play- on athletic teams so that stuers are required to attend week- dent athletes can be successful,
ly study halls and their class involved students.
attendance is ·monitored.
Recent changes in restricDuring the off-season, the team tions in both the Ivy League and
continues to spend up to eight NESCAC may prompt the NCAA
hours per week on physical con- fo follow suit in the near future.
ditioning.
NCAA'.s new president, Miles
According to Kirk Speraw; Brand, is pushing for stricter
UCF's head basketball coach, acade:inic guidelines for student
all of his players are monitored athletes.
to · insure their academic sue- .
"The NCAA is just catching
cess. Students who do not main- up to UCF," Mooney said.
tain an acceptable GPA are
NCAA athletes are currentrequired to attend frequent ly ·required to take at least 12
study halls and to meet with credit h9urs per semester and
their adviser once a week.
they must make satisfactory
'We want our guys to make progress towards degree comsure that they're focused on pletion. Starting in August of
their classes," Speraw said.
this year, requirements for
The basketball team has· a degree completion will become
similar practice schedule, start- stricter and athletes will have to
ing with conditioning at the remain on track to graduate in
beginning of the fall semester five years or less. '
CARY GRAYSON
STAFF WRITER

These rules are made in an
attempt to make student athletes become better-rounded,
however, UCF officials question
if they might create more problems than they solve. According
to Gooch, the football team
trains up to 8 hours per week in
the spring with 2 weeks of actual practice.
According to Gooch, spring
football practices at UCF are.
already positioned before
spring break so that athletes .
can "focus on academics, prepare for exams and enjoy spring
break like a normal college student." If..the NCAA t}ghtens its
restrictions, injuries may
increase due to athletes not
being as well prepared because
of lack of time, she added. Seven
weeks of required break time
would substantially cut into
organized conditioning that
occurs in the spring.
Although the women's
crew team is exceptionally wellrounded, with some members
working up to 15 hours a week,
maintaining above average
GPAs, and joining sororities,
sometimes sometbjng, such as
social activities, must be sacrificed in order to benefit theteam, Kamrad said.
Students who already lead
successful academic and social
lives may suffer athletically
from further restrictions without any real gains.
"To be ready to perform in
your sport, you've got to practice your sport," Gooch said.
With concerns about
increasing athletic fees and
coaches' salaries already
mounting, UCF could face bigger problems if its teams'
stopped performing-at competitive levels.
·
Nevertheless, the success
of UCF student athletes is up to
the athletes themselves.
"Successmmes back to the
individual," Speraw said. '~Most
people are motivated to get
their degree and educate themselves."
Marti agreed.
'You assume that when you
go to _college, people will take
responsibility," she said. "They
· shouldn't be here if they don't
intend to graduate."
.

UCF A'l UMNI ASS o-cI All 0 N

As a student member of the UCF Alumni Association
you can get involved, meet other spirited UCF students,
start networking with UCF alumni and ·
begin making those Hfelong connections today.
Be part of one of UCF's largest organizations on campus.
Students Today-Alumni Forever!

For more information visit ·
www.ucfalumni.com or call

(407) UCF-ALUM
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• State-of-the-Art ETS 10 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
• Facial/Shoulder Tanners •All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio
• Free Skin Type Analysis
Waterford Lakes Town Center
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OUR STANCE:

Where is
campus·activism?
S

adly, UCF students don't seem to care
much about anything. With all that is hap-

>

semester to speak out on a number of topics that
should concern them.
pening in the world today; most of them
As the country prepares for war with Iraq,
. either do not notice, or they do not feel
the military sends thousands of young men and
strongiy enough about issues to do anything
women - the peers of UCF students - to the
about it.
Persian Giilf. However the war plays out, it is
Thus, it is refreshing to see that some of
highly likely that many of those soldiers will not
them do care. In fact, 19 UCF students cared
come back alive. The war will take a heavy
enough about the potential
with Iraq to drive human toll on both sides, and the war is not neo16 hours to Washington, D.C., to protest U.S. mil- essary.
itary action.
.
At the same time that the U.S. governinent
They gave up their weekends - a foreign ·. sends young people off to die, it demands that
concept to many students - to demonstrate
certain foreign collegB students, including those
their displeasure with American foreign policy.
at UCF, register with the Immigration and
They traveled 850 miles on an unheated bus to
Naturalization Service, so the INS can monitor
join thousands of other Americans in the peace
them.
movement.
Seemingiy students gBt too caught up in
Campus activism can be much easier than
their own lives to notice the bad things happenthat. Students should take advantage of the
ing right in front of them. It's time to start paying
expanded free speooh zones on campus this
attention and speaking out.

war

OUR STANCE:

·_Raise can't buy security
T
0

hursday; UCF's president,.John Hitt,
took his name out of the running for the
open presidency at the University of .
Alabama- more than a month after
UCF's Board of Trustees voted to give him a
$93,000 raise and make him the highest paid
president of a state university in Florida.
Hitt confirmed he had been a candidate at
Alabama for several months. In voting for the
raise, the trustees cited Hitt' s long tenure at
UCF as evidence of his commitment to the university. However, Hitt raises questions by waiting long after he received the raise to withdraw his name from Alabama's search.
That Hitt might consider leaving UCF
after it rewarded him with such a hefty pay ·
hike makes one wonder about Hitt's inten-

tions, and about how long Hitt really will stay
here. The trustees stated that they would have
to pay top dollar to retain a president of Hitt's
caliber - because if they did not they-may
lose him to another university.
Even after the trustees approved his pay
raise, while UCF faces budget cuts and its
employees make inadequate money, Hitt contined to consider other offers. Perhaps he
would have left if the Alabama offer had been
more enticing. Will he leave if another university offers him even more money and perks?
While the UCF community can certainly
feel proud to have a president that other universities would like to have, Hitt's actions
raise the possibility that UCF will not have
him for long,

OUR STANCE:

Athletes should be role models

A

!though the NCAA policy of punishing
student-athletes are role models. They should
athletes for off-field improprieties by
riot break the law, but when they do, the NCAA
restricting their on-field eligibility seems punishes th.em.
· harsh, it is highly effective in deterring
Professional sports should model their discriminal activity by student athletes.
ciplinary policies after the NCAA model. If pro
athletes knew that they could not play at all if
Student athletes face more scrutiny and
pressure than average students, but they also
they violated team and/or league policies, such
benefit from perks not available to average stu- as committing crimes, and if they recognized
dents. In exchan~ for these benefits - like
that their professions make them role models to
tuition benefits, free travel, and the earliest reg- the youth of society, maybe they would commit
istration times - student athletes must accept
fewer crimes.
that they will encounter strong penalties when
Furthermore, since most professional ath·1etes move on from the collegB ranks, the NCAA
they screw up like Al Miller did.
Student-athletes who commit crimes
should do a better job of teaching its athletes to
should be suspended from play, if not kicked off act as role models. Before they gBt the chance
to achieve athletic giory, student-athletes should _
their teams. They certainly should not be
allowed to play. In our society, in which q.thletic
learn that they have the responsibility to obey
the laws of the society that giorifies them.
prowess is perceived as a highly noble ability,

"I may not agree with what you say,
but Iwill defend to the death your right to say it."
-VOLTAIRE

Gay students already protected by and-hate laws
The recent beatings of two men for being homosexual does not e~dence a need for additional legislation by the university. regarding the artide ·~ttack
renews push for gay protections," by Christine Dellert,
published Jan. 16.
The ordinance that passed in Orlando is meant
to protect gays and lesbians from discrimination based
on their sexual orientation. The types of protection this
affords - in work, housing etc. - are not protections

that are applicable at m. The state legislature has
already taken action to protect victims of hate crimes as
was seen this past Vll'ekend.
What could possib~ be gained from generating
another university rule to protect one group of people?
Isee this as a Pandora's box - once opened it will generate n.Jie after rule to appease people that want their
spt'Citic groups protected.
-JAMB M.. ROBEHIS

Condoms unnecessary if we practice self-restraint
Regarding "Condom pros outweigh condom
cons," published Jan. 16 - when alleged~ intelligent
adult humans cease and ·desist from the procreation
habits of rabbits and dogs in heat and employ self-dis-

cipline and self-restraint - which, unlike rabbits, only
intelligent adult humans are able to do - condoms
won't be nl'!:es.sary (~I. not nearly as oftm, anyway.)
-IJANIH E. WARRENSfORD

Condoms aren't the only solution
"Condom pros outweigh condom cons," pub- ·
lished Jan. 16, was not on~ a poor attempt to dismantle the abstinence agenda. but a jab at conservati\ei
like President Bush. I know its a difficult concept for
many left-wingers to grasp, but some politicians have
convictions that don't change with the polls President Bush is one of them.
He does not need to placate religious conservatives, he is one. And ~ I have confidence that organizations such as the (.enters for Disease Control do not
foe! the nl'ed to give ~ to his personal convictions.
Furthermore, warning women with frightening,
~ valid faltS should be the least of this society's concerns - especial~ when it can prevent very grave (and
long-term) physical and emotional damages. As a
woman, I think it is disgusting how our society has
deceived us by sugarcoating abortion and declaring it .
a casual choice. All women should be offended by such

treatment
last~, we all seem to be missing one major
point Condoms were ne'M intended to protect people
from sexual~ transmitted diseases. How can they? The
AIDS virus is 10 to SO times smaller than the fibers that
make up most condoms. Throwing more condoms at
Africa - or at. American teens - will not improve the
situation. Monogamy and the art of self-control will.
· If I am repeated~ told throughout adolescence, " I
know you're going to jump out of a plane anyway, so
just in case you do, heres a parachute to keep you safe,"
I'll develop a sense of foolproof security.
But if Iknow that the odds are serious~ against
my safety device's performance, I just may decide to
keep my feet on the ground. To support the dispersion
of condoms O'M teaching abstinence is to support
uninformed decisions.
-LAW« MIOIHE MONllJSH
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Ofmice and-men?
Score 1for the mouse
idol himself, that Mouse-who- only constant you can count on.
would-be-king, would have
Simp1y put, the issue is about
entered into the public domain, greed. But this avarice is not limitjoining the ranks of Santa Claus ed to one side of the line; rather it
is shared mutually by all parties,
and Uncle Sam.
While Disneywas not official- much like mp3s are among
1y part of the recent case, it did today's computer users.
lobby for the original legislation. It
Obviously, the owners of
had been the company's corpo- lucrative copyrights want to
rate strategy since the early retain them. Who would not?
CHRISTOPHER. ARNOLD
1990s, and possib1y earlier, to not Those fighting the extensions,
STAFF WRITER
let their characters slip into the despite whatever noble intentions
public domain.
they tout, would like nothing more
Call Mickey Mighty Mouse.
And why should they?
than to usurp those same works
No doubt Hollywood is doing
These_are, after all, the sym- when the·time arriVes. And \Vhil~
just that in light of a recent bols of a vast entertainment they themselves would not then
Supreme Court ruling that allows empire with a long and growing own them, they, too, could begin to
copyrights to be extended by 20 history. 'lb interfere with such har- make profits off those icons.
·
years. The legislatioi:i, known as mony and balance might send the
Disneywould face something
the Sonny Bono Act and passed in universe helter-skelter in Wa.ys we in the merchandising world it
1998, changed the length of a cannot truly comprehend.
might have never thought possible
copyright term from 50 years after
seas
could . solidify. - competition.
an author's death to 70. Corporate Mountains could melt. The air
Those fighting the Sonny
terms were extended from 75 to might boil and the sky might fall Bono Act should be wary of what
95yeaJ'S.·
Hippos might dance ·in tutus and they wish for.
At first g1ance, this seems brooms could go insane. 'lb let
Despite higher-than-expectlike nothing more than the late Mickey and company fall into pub- ed.profits, Disney's earningB lateperformer of "Laugh at Me" and a lic domain would mean absolute 1y have been less than impressive
bit of simple arithmetic. A piece of anarchy.
and driven stock prices down.
that mathematical puzzle is the
Now imagine for a moment that
Ornot.
astounding five years that have
But just as chaotic, it would the Supreme Court had ruled
passed since the legislation's lead to millions, even billions, of copyright extensions unconstituinception. Its constitutionalitywas lost revenue dollars for the Disney tional With Disney no lo~r able
called into question in 1999 but corporation.
to reap the total rewards of its
was only recently ruled upon by Those fighting the copyright cash cows, it loses millions in
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg and extensions do so under the ban- annual revenue.
the gang.
If Disney wished to survive,
ner that the public domain is synBut readers who have contin- onymous with the public's best they would then need to recoup
ued to read this far might be won- interests. Without the burden of that money elsewhere. Minus a
dering just how all of this affects having to pay royalties, scholar& · miracle, layoffs are the first soluthem It may not, unless you hap- and libfaries oould:, in theory, uti- tion to be embrared, with the highpen to be singing "Happy lize such entities as tools to est salaries going last. Stock
Birthday" someplace in public enhance and further education.
prices no lo~r fall, they plumwithin earshot of a · Warner
More specifically, it means met.
Communicatl'ons exec. That's they could legally publish works of
Now read that scenario
right, they own the songs copy- art and literature, musical clas- again, only this time replace
right.
with
':.\01-Time
sics and cinematic masterpieoos "Disney''
And until that copyright on the same Web sites that cur- Warner."
Repeat
With
expires, royalties are required to rently house some backyard porn "Hollywood" as a whole.
legally perform that piece in pub- operation.
.
Mix all of that together in one
lic.
As for the idea that such enti- pot, bringto a boil, stir oooasional_ And ~e this example ties could enhance education, this ly, and then simmer on low heat,
might seem a little extreme is both lacking and laughable. If and it begins to smell like a good,
who among us, after all, has not there ate any school districts that old-fashioned recipe for disaster.
. sung "Happy Birthday'' in public are serious1y relying on Mickey
. Fbrtunately or not, however
- this is the essence of a copy- Mouse to remedy whatever edu- you feel, the justices' ruling is no
right.
cational troubles they are experi- permanent time frame. The copyTherefore, when one expires, encing, then their situation is di& rights still have an end in sight, if
the work enters into the public turbing1y dire.
· not as soon as some might have
domain, as did James Joyee's
Opponents to the Sonny liked. It should give copyright
''Ulysses" in 1999. Once there, it is Bono Act also point to the fact that owners breathing room while ,
available for use and reproduction · as originally defined, copyrights offering combatants the time to
by all who seek it, without any of are meant to be temporary. Their regroup and try again.
those annoying royalti~ gBtting terms have in fact been periodiAnd when that time comes,
in the way.
·
cal1y lengthened from the original Mighty, pardon me, that's Mickey
Enter Mickey Mouse.
14 years in 1790 to what they are Mouse, will be there.
Had the Supreme Court today. To expect little or no
overturned the Sonny Bono Act, it c~s in the more than two cenwould have meant that in less turies that have passed is not on1y
Columnist Christopher Arnold can be
reached at chris@ucffuture.com
than a year, that loveable, perpet- a·· pointless task, but stupid to
ual1y prepubescent-voiced f~e boot. Things change. That is the
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Adv~sity's nothing new to
COMMENTARY

KRISTY SHONKA
. STAFF yvRITER

When UCF point guard Al Miller
was suspended indefinitely from the
men's basketball team, it seemed like
one more thing that should doom the
Knights' season, but so far it hasn't.
This year's team has overcome much
adversity in its quest to be a force in the
Atlantic Sun Conference.
The Golden Knights (11-6 overall,
3-1 A-Sun) began the season with only
five returning players after twins
Stephen and Joey Graham transferred

to Oklahoma State. That loss was the
most-likely reason for the preseason ASun polls picking UCF to finish secondto-last in the South Division. And without Miller, who was arrested Jan. 2 and
charged with armed robbery; the
Knights are down to only four players
who had any Division I experience prior
to this season.
But instead of giving up, UCF continued to quiet doubters. In the Knights'
first game without Miller they easily

these Knights
beat reigning Atlantic Sun champions
Florida Atlantic. The Knights faced
more adversity as their leading scorer,
Ray Abellard, injured his ankle in the
FAU game and was hampered in the
Knights' game two nights later at ·
Kansas State. UCF lost that game, but
made a comeback late in the game with..:
out Abellard, illustrating the resiliency
the team has shown all season.
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON A-15

Miller

Boyd leads UCF over Stetson
Second-halfrun puts
game out ofreach
MATT BETHON
STAFF WRITER

ADAM ROSCHE I CFF

Sophomore Ali Roberts broke Meg Schuler's 20-year-old
block record Saturday.

Poor shooting
dooms ·UCF
against Trojans
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

· Coming off two conference road victories, it seemed like UCF's women's basketball team finally had started to turn a corner
going into its first conference home game
against Troy State. But i.ruitead of capitalizing on that momentum, th~ Golden Knights
continued their puzzling trip through mediocrity; getting beat by the Lady Trojans 6756.
''A lot of things went wrong tonight and
we did not fight back through them,''. UCF
Coach -Gail Striegier said. "We did a few
things right, but you cannot' play like we_
played and win games. It's our job, my job,
to get it turned around, and we will."
UCF looked lethargic and sloppy from
the opening tip, getting pounded on the giass
at the start of the game and allowing Troy
State guard Chaquita Alexander to score
nine early points. The last of those came on
a lay-up at the 4:56 mark that gave the Lady
Trojans a 21-16 advantage, their biggest of
the half.
Alexander scored 13 points in the first
half on 4-of-6 shootjng, but got little help
elsewhere. Troy State shot an abysmal 29
percent from the floor in the opening half,
but hit 11-of-12 free throws . .
"The referees were calling it very tight,"
Striegier said. "It's one of those things that .
you have to be able to adjust to. They did a
nice job of hitting their free tb.i'ows."
PLEASE SEE

Marius Boyd _had a career-high 13
points and 11 assists, and UCF used a
16-0 second-half run to defeat Stetson
82-70 Saturday afternoon at the UCF
Arena. Boyd also contributed seven
rebounds for the Khlghts, who improved
to 11-6 on the season.
Boyd's stellar performance was
almost cut short when he fell on his head
with 8:48 left in the first half. Fighting for
a loose ball, he was tripped and hit the
deck _hard, halting play for a few minutes; While the injury appeared to be
serious, Boyd returned to action later in
the half.
After trailing for most of the first
half, the Hatters trimmed the Knights'
lead to two with just over three minutes
left before halftime. The Knights
. responded with a 6-0 run to close the
half, and never looked back. UCF
improved to 10-0 on the season when
leading at halftime.
Freshman .E.J. Gordon led Stetson
in the first half, and the former Deland
High star dazzled the crowd early on
with two high-flying dunks. Gordon finished the half with 13 points, but took
only two shots the rest of the way and
was held scoreless in the second half,
fouling out with just under five minutes
remaining.
The game certainly didn't lack
intensity; and both teams never hesitated
pushing the ball up the floor. The fastpaced fl.ow led to a turnover frenzy; as
both teams combined to turn the ball
over 47 times. This was especially
uncharacteristic for the Hatters, who
only turn the ball over 14 times a game.
"Coach told us we need to focus on
our defense, and make sure that our
defense in transition is up to par," Boyd
said. "Stetson wasn't ready ·for it, and
they were turning the ball over a little bit,
so it was in our favor."
UCF came out charged in the second half, and went on a 16-0 run to take
a 19:-point lead with just over 10 minutes
remaining in the game. The nail in the
coffin came when junior college transfer
Robert Ross scored his first points of the
season on back-to-back three-pointers to
give the Knights their biggest lead of the
game at 68-43.
The Knights mixed up their defense
throughout the game, using both zone
and man-to-man coverage. The Hatters
had trouble finding a rhythm in their
offense.

Roberts oN A-14
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UCF ON A-14

Senior Marius
Boyd (above and
left) recovered
from a frightening
fall to guide the
Knights over the
Hatters.

Jeffefson~

LOF!S
unique s-tuden _t apartments

Home .is where your

FRIENDS·
Individual Leases
Free Washer/Dryer
Free Internet Access
Covered Basketball Pavilion
Free Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi
Fully-Fur.nished Apartment Homes
~itness Center with Free-weights
Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to change.

FORGET THE
FATBURGER
1

Remember the guy
on "Seinfeld" "'ho never
gave soup to anybody?

1

Well, he doesn't work at Crist)ers. We'll give you soup for FREE. ..just show us
your valid UCF student ID card. Purchase any garden-fresh gourmet salad,
or hearty stacked sandwich, and you'll receive a FREE 12-ounce cup of our .
incredible fresh-made soup. There are a dozen kinds to choose from!

Crispers has been a central Florida
sensation. for over 13 years, now in
Orlando with new locations opening
all the time. Know why folks like us
so much? Because we're the healthy,
delicious, quick alternative to
fast food. All our gourmet salads,
. tempting soups, and stacked
sandwiches (on all kinds of special
breads) are made fresh every
single day.
And our desserts are absolutely
outrageous ... creamy cheesecakes,
rich layer cakes, cookies, and
brownies. Be sure to try a sundae
or milkshake made with our own ·

If you have. a current: UCF student card,

Crispers Extremely Premium
ice cream.

there's F~E SO_U P for you!

You won't find food like this
at that burger joint!

Free soup with main .dish purchase and UCF student card offer good
Jan. 21 - -Feb. 3. ~imit one per custome~ per visit, please.
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Roberts surpasses career blo~k record·
FROM PAGE A-12

killer every time. The key to it is,
we would cut it and we would give
them either an offensive rebound
or we would give .them an easy
basket or we would allow something to happen."
Troy State shot 52 percent
from the field in the final period
while holding UCF to just 27 percent. The Golden Knights also hit
just eight of their 14 free throws in
the second half and got outrebounded 41-32 in the game.
'We went out there and didn't
play the way we need to play to
'· win, very passive," striegler said.
'We've got to attack more, we've
got keep them off the boards.
People are going to have to step up
_and get the job done." .
·
· Alexander led all scorers with
25 points, followed by Herring with
15. Fiehrer, the A-Sun leader in
assists, had a game-high six
assists to go along with 14 points.
The Lady Trojans also got 10
rebounds from forward Kim

Still, the Golden Knights
mounted a late run just before the
intermission, with guard Jessica
Scala hitting a ·three-pointer that
put UCF up 26-25 with 1:16
remaining in the half. A pair of
made free throws by both teams
kept the halftime margin at one.
But when the second half
began, it became obvious that the
sequ~nce to end the first half did-;,
n't shake the Golden Knights from
their uninspired play. Meanwhile,
Troy State began gettiitg contributions from more than just
Alexande~
·
After power forward Takira
Allen, UCF's leading scorer, got
her first and only· bucket of the
game to put the Golden Knights up
33-30 three minutes in, Troy State
mounted a 13:-0 run, with nine
points coming from center Thea
Herring.
Herring ~d guard Kerri
.
Fiehrer each scored .11 second- McGrnf.
half points to go along with
Washington paced the Golden
Alexander's 12, as the Lady Knights with 15 points, and· forTrojans gradually pulled away. ward Erin Paige chipped in with
The Golden Knights kept within 11.
striking distance, gettfug as close
With two· blocks in the first
as five off a Marvelous Washington half, center Ali Roberts provided
free throw with just over three UCF's lone bright spot when she
minutes left. But Alexander. then tied and surpassed Meg Schuler's
scored five points on Troy State's school record for career blocks.
two ensuing possessions, throwing -The sophomore came into the
a dagger in the Golden Knights' game with 95, one short of
hearts with a long three-pointer as Schuler's 20-year-old record.
the shot clock expired.
Roberts ended up with thr~ swats
"They did hit a couple of real- in the game.
ly big-time shots," Striegler said.
Troy State improved to 7-7, 2'We cut it to five and the kid hit a 1 in the·Atlantic Sun. UCF fell to 6big- time three on us. That's a 8, and 2-1 in conference play.

ADAM RosCHE I CFF

..

Freshman guard Celeste Hudson was intense, but not as inten$e as the play by Troy State, which beat UCF 67-56 on Saturday.

·UCF got offense from unµsual people
FROM PAGE A-12

"They were mixing it . up,
going zone, coming back man,"
said Stetson guard Alexis
McMillan. 'We start most of our
plays from the Wings and they
denied it good, and that really
.frustrated us:"
With leading scorer Ray
Abellard limited offensively by a
sprained ankle suffered earlier in
· the season, the Knights received
plenty of help from their supporting cast. Forward Dexter Lyons
added 15 points and five assists,
and freshman Will Bak-anowsky
scored a career-high 15 po~ts.
Abellard scored only four points,
well below his season average of
17.2 points per game.
"I told Ray. 'It's your pres
ence on the- court that's gonna
make the difference,' " Boyd said.
" 'You don't have to be the offensive threat like you're used. to.'"
UCF Coach Kirk Speraw
liked what he saw from ·his team.
"You're seeiµg signs of other
people ·stepping.their games up a
little
bit,"
Speraw said.
"Collectively you're seeing people ·
step up in his [Abellard's] lack of
being 100 percent."
UCF entered the game starting a stretch of four games in
eight days.
UCF hosted
Jacksonville on Monday before it
hit the road to play Jacksonville
State on Thursday and Georgia
State-on Saturday
"The best thing we can do is _
continue to play our game, continue to go to our strength, which is
Qur defense," Boyd said.
Forward Dexter Lyons
echoed his teammate's sentiment:
"Offense sells tickets, defense
wins championships." ·
Junior Dexter lyons score~ ateam-high 15 points in _UCF's 82-70 win over Stetson.

FROM THE SPORTS DESK

Track team opens
indoor season at
·Gainesville
CFF STAFF REPORT

Sophomore Amy Giles and the 4 x 800meter relay team achi~ved UCF's highest finishes Saturday at the UF Collegiate Indoor
meet at the O'Connell Center in Gainesville.
Giles finished third in the mile event, •
while the relay team of Giles, sophomore
· Valery Martinez and freshmen Andrea
Morrow and Astrid Claessens also took home
- third place.
Claessens finished iOth and Martinez finished 14th in the 800-meter dash. Senior Sara
Dillman ran to a 14th-place finish in the 3,ooo:.
meters race.
Senior Erica Garcia finished 11th in the
55-meter sprint, wbile freshman Diana Chin
took 15th in the same event. Chin also placed
ninth in the triple jump and 11th in the long
jump.
The Golden Knights' next meet is the.
Bengal Bayou Classic in Baton Rouge, La., on
Jan. 31.

f:)

)
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.Baseball team arpears
in third nationa poll
The National Collegiate Baseball Writers
Association ranked UCF No .. 24 in its preseason top-35 poll.
This is the third national poll the Knights
have been ranked in so far, as UCF was
ranked 26th by Collegiate Baseball News apd
.39th by Baseball America. The USA Today
Sports WeeklyJESPN Coaches Poll is the last
preseason poll to be announced.
The NCBWA ranked two other Atlantic
Sun Conference schools in its poll. Stetson
was ranked 21st and Florida Atlantic was
voted 29th.
-COMPILED F~OM WIRE REPORTS
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UCF quiets doubters
He maintained that role through
the beginning of the season, until "
Next up for the team was a
Miller's su8pension. Since then · -, ~··. ·
·. ·.trip to Troy, Ali, to play the_
Boyd:has taken over ball-han- · .. ·
Trojans, who UCF handily beat.
dling responsibilities and rec0rd- -..
Abellard struggled in the next
ed a caieer-bigh in points (13) game, and Mercer handed the ·
and ass~ts (11) Saturday against
Knights .their b~st loss of the
Stetson.
..
season. Yet they rebounded
Dots_on and Abellard had .
agaill, beating Stetson on
been taking care of the scoring,
Saturday nigtlt The Hatters .
with bOth averaging double D.g- "
managed to keep both the
.ures.:But with-the Stetson win,
Knights' leading srorers to single ·the Knights proved they can win ·
digits, but newcomers Dexter
even when both are shut down.
- Lyons, Roberto Morentin and
The Knights even got a spark
Will Bakanowsky all registered . from junior rollege transfer
double-figure point totals. This
Robert Ross, who scored ~ first
inconsistency has plagued the
. points of the season with back-toKnights all season long, both with back three-pointers in the second
and without Miller,
- . half. Ross came in during the
They began the season wit;h
first half after Boyd went down
an uninspired loss at Na-vy before with a scary head/neck/back
demolishing Niagara in their
injury and Abellard tweaked his
r home opener. The Knights went
ankle again. Coach Kirk Speraw
_on to-win the New Orlearis
said he didn't really have any._ Knockout, which included a win
where else to go when he put
over Tulane on its home court.
Ross in, and that he was happy
But then came a one-point loss to with the way he played. It was
Florida~. Again. UCF
the first time Ross had seen playrebounded, this time crushing
ing time since the Knights'. Dec.
then-No. 25 College of Charleston. 15 loss to Tennessee-Martin.
True to forin the Knights fell to
If the Knights can rontinue .
Tennessee-Martin before blowillg to spread the scoring around
out-Chicago State. After the _
·while allowing Abellard to get
Knights held off Gulf Coast, a
healthy, this surprising season
tough Miami team outlasted the
should rontinue down its positive
Knights for their only home loss
path. .Abellard's mere presence
of the season, and that was the
on the court distracts defenses
last game Miller played in.
and if other players take advanSenior Marius Boyd stepped . ta~ of that, it will make the
into Miller's role at point guard,
sharp-shooting .Abellard that
with help
freshlnan.Troy
much more dangerous when he
Lindbeck and Mellard. Fbr the
rec()vers from his injury. .
~jldyear ill a ro"'\VBoyd has
.Whatever happens the rest
soon-_his role grow with 1'.Jle loss
of the way, the Knights' accomof another p}f!.yer. Last season
plisbments so far have quieted
Boyd played very little before
those doubters down to mere
Dotson broke his leg. After
whispers. And Miller's suspenDotson's injury; Boyd became the sion looks like it's headed for the
team's.defensive stopper and
list of obstacles UCFhas oversource of intensity on the team.
rome in this surprising season.

·L ov
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Primetime Playaz
repe~t in sports trjvia·

!I

SPORTS
corn.e r
JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Victor Anderson, Jeff Sharon
and Eric Lopez teamed up to dominate the field as they won their .
serond ronsecutive sports trivia
title Jan. 10. Primetime Playaz.
· came in first place·during the qualifi.cation round, and advanced ·to
the final four with the top seed.
'They met up with the Dead Rabbits
in the finalS, and quelled a fierce
cballenge by Paul Horton, Phil Masi
and Milre Mandarano, winning 1813.
-

Fall tennis champions awarded
.

Five tennis champions fin-

ished their seasons on top of the
ladder. Alonoso Planas won the·
Flight A ladder and finished the
season with 53 points: Greg Tener
took the Flight B ladder with 41
points. Mario Lurigwon the Flight
C ladder with 38 i)oints. Marcelo
'Almeida finished the Fligb,t.D ladder in first with 29 points, and Pete ·
·Keegan was close bebirid hini with
28 points in the Flight E lad~er. ·
Don't miss out oh the
Adventure Race and · WJffleball.
Sign
up
onlhie
at
www.imsports.ucf.edu for th~ _
Adventure Race to~ay and
Wlffleball by Jan. 27. ·( :t~
I
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Sarah Body checks out her new tattoo in the mirror.

My first tattoo
Marking an experience
to last a1ifet~me

SUPER BOWL PARTY

e

CARY GRAYSON
STAFF WRITER

Tonight is a first for junior Sarah Body.
. Standing with · three friends inside Exotica
Tattoo and Body Piercing, it's not her first time in a
tattoo parlor, but it is the first time she's deliberating
what kind of design she wants inked on her skin.
While getting a tattoo is not an unusual concept
for many college students, it's the closest Body, 20,
has ever gotten to seriously considering a tattoo.
Body's friends, Sarah Greene, 20, Nicole Posada,
20, and Juliana Valencia, 21, have been trying to convince her to get a tattoo for a while, they say. Tonight
Body tries to back out a few times, but is again persuaded by her friends to stay. Now that she's rid of an
ex-boyfriend who didn't want her to get a tattoo, the
time to do it is now, they urge:
Valencia has three tattoos herself: a flower on
her ankle, the Peruvian national emblem on her left
thigh and an Inca goddess on her right thigh.
"It does not hurt that iµuch," she reassures
Body.
But Body is still a little apprehensive and
thumbs back and forth through the tattoo samples,
rejecting all the tribal symbols, Chinese letters and
Jesus figures she sees~ Valencia's nomination for a
small, Smurf-like gnome is quickly overruled by the
group.
They are looking for something "cute and sexy"
f01; Body, Pasada says.
Greene chimes in, ''We don't want anything stupid."
After 20 minutes of deliberation, .Body decides
on the small rose about an inch long. The only problem now is deciding where to put it.
"It's not like everY;body's going to see it," Body
says matter-of-factly.
A nursing major at UCF, Body's not allowed to
have visible tattoos that niight make patients uncomfortable. She considers the discrete places to tattoo
her rose and ·finally decides on her upper-right buttock. .
Body places $50 on the counter and Greene
squeals, "It's a done d~al, can't back out
now."
·
Five minutes later her tattoo artist, Sin jin Yoo,
is ready to make his mark. Body and
he;r friends walk into the back room, where two people are already getting tattoos.
Surrounded by buzzing needles and blaring
music, ·Body looks. to her friends for a final word of
convincing.
.
'3'ust drop your pants," Greene tells Body, and
Body undoes her jeans and rolls the waist down.
Body settles into a high chair backwards and
seconds later Yoo has disinfected the area and
slapped the stencil of her tattoo on her buttock. Body
winces and clenches her fists as the loud buzzing of
the needle begins.
Body distracts herself from the pain by chatting
about classes, friends, jobs and boys. Although they
are less than five feet apart, her friends still have to
PLEASE SEE
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How to avoid

/au/sand

fumbles .when

hostingyour
own Super

Bowl bash

RACHEL ZALL &
JEFFREY ASHKIN

T

he Super Bowl is beyond a
sports game to some peo.pie - it's a holiday to be
celebrated just like
Thanksgiving or New
Year's. Almost 135 million viewers
will commemorate the evenf by
watching the game, or at least the
to
commercials,
according
Quickfacts.com. And people will rommemorate the event much the same
way as they would Thanksgiving and
New Years - by consuming massive
amounts of food An estimated 14,500
tons of chips, 4,000 tons of popcorn
and eight million pounds of guacamole are eaten on Super Bowl
Sunday, the Amerir,an Institute of
Fbod DiStribution reports.
So Super Bowl Sunday becomes
one of the biggest occasions for hosting house ·parties and gathering
with friends. But before you host
yqur own bash, consider the following tips to plan your party.

Things to do
Plan for more than you
think will attend. Make sure
there's a designated driver to be
able to gt> out and grab more beer
and oocktail supplies just in case you
run out.
Set up a video game station .with
games like "Madden" or ''NFC' Blitz for
guests to play during commercial breaks.
Make sure there is plenty of room
available for guests to watch the game,
rest and sleep.
.
Set up garbage cans .near doors,
couches, bathrooms, kegs and coolers.
Keep beer and soda in coolers and
keep guests out of your refrigerator.
Stock up on toilet paper, paper fowels and garbagB bags.
Use your empty bathtub or washing
machine to ice down extra cans.and bottles of drinks. When the ice melts, the
.
water just drains away.
Freeze empty plastic bottles and/or
clean milk cartons in advance to make

blocks of ice for keeping coolers cold
Wrap forks and knives in
napkins so guests r,an grab it
allat once.
Invite your guests to
your party online with football invitations and have
them RSVP.

Things not to do.
Host a Super Bowl party if you
don't like football.
Host a Super Bowl party if you
don't have a large:-screen TY.
Anything smaller thari 25 inches is
too small.
Serve foods that are mesgy
and hard to eat; finger foods are
the best solution. If you are serving
entrees, wait until halftime to serve
them.
Fbrget dessert. Remember to
serve it at the end of the game.
Wait until the last minute to
prepare food and decorations.
Do it ahead of time so you r,an
watch the game and enjoy
your party. Tape the game to
catch the parts _you might
miss.
Wear non-football sports
attire. Save baseball, basketball and hockey jerseys and
. hats for those play-off events,
not Super Bowl Sunday.
Waiver betting rules. Set yoll:' rules
before the draft, preferably at the Super
Bowl party, and stick to them.
Fbrget - to provide other drinks
besides beer. Prepare cocktails for guests
who aren't beer-drinkers and have plenty
of water and soda for guests who don't
drink at all.
Fbrget to tell guests to bring something to the party, whether it's a snack
platter or six-p~ Their contributions
will save you a few dollars.
Fbrget tff have a football on hand to
toss around before the game and during
halftime. Remember to tell guests tg toss
outside if they're throwing genuine
pigskin._
PLEASE SEE
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VUCF Clothing Dri!(e ·

· ·J anuary ·2 4th. Drop
Student Union and-in ·
bookstore.

·'.~

..

ivities, Rm. 208 in the SU, or call

ee as allocated ~y SGA

, , ..

$2 Wells
All Night Long
$2 Domestic Bottles
Doors Open @ 9pm

THE COLLEGE NIGHT OF

Free Bud Light

2K3

until Midnight
.
Dress to Impress (no Sandals, Hats or Shorts)
Located on the corner al University and Alalaya
For more inlo cal/ 407·657-0029

J)

SS Cover
'

Ladies in free until 11
18+

Bar Contests
ftizes & Giveoways
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the Super BoWl
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Rules for guests

·

Arrive before the ga.ine begins
and don't leave before the game is
over.
Don't bring unannounced
,
guests to the party.
Don't repeat anything said by
Fox pre-game _personalities Terry
Bradshaw and Jerry Glanville, .
unless of cQurse you have an inexplicable desire to rede~e !ourself
as an obnoxious and egotistical version of Gomer Pyle. ,
Don't grab the TV remote control and switch to C-Span during·
time-outs. Others enjoy the commer- Recipes
cials as much as they enjoy the Round Layered Party Sub
game.
• assorted sliced deli meats
Don't laugh at your hosfs
• assorted sliced cheeses
brown, -plastj.c football-shaped serv• oil (preferably olive oil) and vineing tray with. the label "Official All
gar
Star Chip Bowl." There's nothing
• salt and pepper
wrong with a little Super Bowl spir• thinly sliced tomatoes
it.
• thinly sliced red onions
Don't steal the bet money,
• pepperoncinis, drained and
although it may be tempting. You
stems cut off
will have a lot of very angry people
• soft cream cheese with garlic
after you if you do it.
and chives
Don't get obnoxiously drunk or
• a loaf of round shepard bread or
throw up at your host's party. It may
other crusty bread
be the last time you ever get invited
to another Super Bow~ party.
Directions: Cut a slice at the top
not very deep into the bread and

11680 E. Colonial Dr. • Orlando
(between Wal-Mart & Albertson's, next
to Big Lot's, across from Days Inn)

AT WATERFORD LAKES
(ACROSS FROM WASHINGTON MUTUAL)

Lunch Special
$7.95 - Dine-in Only
(11 :00 am - 2:30 pm)
'dlCli Cmry ,- Sauteed Chicken wi~ Bamboo-sh~ts, sweet basil,
bell peppers in Thar ~eel Curry Sauce.

Salmon - Sauteed Salmon fish filet served with fresh mango salsa.

sn.. Pad 1hai - Stir-fried rice noodles, shrimp, egg, tofu, bean
sprouts and .ground peanuts.
fntrees

come with choice of Won"1f1 Soup, Small House Salad or Chicken Spring RoR.
OPEN DAILY
2:30PM
DINNER 5PM - 9:30PM
FRI & SAT. 5PM - l 0:30PM

LUNcHI, rAM -

WINE & BEER· SERVED
TAKEOUT AVAILABLE

Mash potatoes against sides of
pot. Add sugar, stock, bouillon
and salt and pepper. Add roux
until thick Add cream, stir _and
serve.
Redpe courtesy www.FabulousFoods.com

Warm Spinach Parmesan Dip
• 2 tablespoons butter
• 2 tablespoons olive oil
• 1 medium onion finely
- chopped
• 8 large garlic cloves minced
• 2 tablespoons flour
• 1/2 cup chicken stock
• 1/2 cup whipping cream
• 10 ounces package fresh
baby spinach leaves
• 1 cup grated Parmesan
cheese
• 1/3 cup sour cream
• 1/2 teaspoon -cayenne pepper
·
_
•·Salt and pepper to taste

Tequila -Sunset Punch
• 1 quart tequila
• 2 quarts orange juice
• 2 liters lemon-lime soda
• 1 pint or~ge sherbert
• 114 ~up grenadine ·
Directions: Mix tequila,
orange · juice and lemon-lime
soda together. Chill. Add sher- .
bert just before serving and drizzle grenadine over the top. -

Decorations

Decorate your party with
NFL-inspired posters, jerseys
and memorabilia. Buy paper
remove the insides of the bread,
plates,
napkins and plastic cups
leaving it hollo~ Spread cream
football
p~tterns or team
with
cheese on sides and bottom and
coJors to enhance the spirit of
cover well. This will help seal the
the party. Cover tables with
bread.
·
green paper tablecloths to
Start constructing your
rese ble a football field.
sandwich with a layer of eheese,
Hang team-colored streambeing sure to cover the entire bot_ers, posters and pennants
tom of the bread going around in
Directions: Melt butter with ·
a circle. Fbllow with a layer of oil in large heavy skillet over around the game room and haye
each type of meat. After the meat medium heat. Add onion and gar- noisemakers such as blow
layers, add the tomato and onion, lic; saute until onion is tender, · horn8, rattles and whistles ready
then sprinkle with oil and vinegar about six minutes. Stir in flour for your guests to use during the
and salt and pepper. A(ld some and co0k for another two min- game. Have pre-game, time-out
pepperoncinis.
Repeat the utes. Gradually whisk in stock and halftime music to pump up
proeess, ending with a layer of and cream and -bring to boil, thecrowd. I· .
cheese. Be sure to press down all whisking constantly. Cook until
.
layers well; you want this sand- mixture thickens, stirring con- Must have
Consider creating stress
wich to be very compact. Be sure stantly, about two minutes.
tD fill the bread completely to.the Remove from heat. Stir in balls for your gti.ests to help ease
top.
. spinach, cheese, sour cream and tension when their team fumbles
Spread cream cheese on the cayenne. Seasbn· with salt and a play or loses the game.
inside of the top you cut off. Place pepper. Serve warm with toasted
Directions:
top of bread back onto your sand- baguette slices or crackers. ,
Small Balloon r
wich, being sure to align it so it
Recipe courtesy www.Fobulousfoods.com
Cornstarch
looks like it was never cut off.
Funnel
Wrap tightly with plastic wrap
Fast Football Franks
and refrigerate for at least one
• 1 cup ketchup
Blow up the balloon but do
hour before serving. To serve, cut
• 1 pound cocktail franks
not tie it, pinch the top of the bal- ,
like a pie into wedges.
-• i-2 tablespoons chopped loon an inch or two from the
Redpe courtesy www.Fabulousfoods.com
jalape:fi.o peppers
hole. The other person should
• 112 cup grape jelly .
place the funnel inside the o_penFive-Alarm Chili
• 1 can (8 ounces) undrained ing of the balloon and pour_corn• 1 pound lean beef
crushed pineapple in juice
starch into the funnel. The per• 1 tablespoon hot pepper oil
son holding the balloon can slow• 5 cloves garlic, minced
Combine ketchup, pineap- ly let go of the top so the corn•.1 teaspoon salt
ple, grape jelly and jalape:fi.o pep- starch can slide in the balloon.
• 1/2 teaspoon black pepper
pers. Cook over medium he8:t,_ You might have to tap.the funnel
• 2 tablespoons chili powder
stirring until jelly is melted. Stir or stir the cornstarch occasion• 1 teaspoon crushed chili
in cocktail franks; heat. Serve 3.U.y to keep the cornstarch mov• 1/2 tea-Spoon cayenne
warm with toothpicks.
ing. Continue adding cornstarch
• 2 cans kidney beans, drained
to the funnel until you get the
• 1 green bell.pepper, bite-size
Cocktails
by
the
bunch
·
size. You will want it to
desired
pieces .
fit
comfortably
in a hand, and the
Jell-0
Shooters
·
• 1 red bell pepper, bite-size
• Open a small package of any balloon should feel tight without
pieces
stretching the balloon too much.
flavor Jell-0 into a bowl.
• 3 onions, bite-size pieces
When
you are done, tie the bal•
Pour
in
1
cup
boiling
water.
• 28 ounces crushed tomatoes
loon.
• Stir to dissolve.
• Cheddar cheese, shredded
• · Let cool to room temperaTeam effort
ture.
Directions: Combine oil,
Students share their Super
•
Add
1
cup
vodka.
garlic, beef, spices until meat is
Bowl party memories and
• Pour into mold or pan. ·
fully cooked. Add onions and
advice: ·
• Freeze until firm.
green and red peppers until ten• Cut into individual servings.
der. Add crushed tomatoes.
~'My advice is to stop betting
Cook . for one-and-one-half
·on a team if they aren't looking
hour at low. Add beans for the last Margaritas
too hot in the beginning. I know a
• 6 ounce-can of limeade
30 minutes. lot
of you football fans think a
• 4 ounces tequila
Serve and top .with shredded
huge
change might take place for
•
2
ounces
Triple
Sec
cheese.
• Combine in blender. Serve your favorite team, but don't put
Recipe courtesy www.recipecottage.com
over ice in salt-rimmed giass down more money on the table,
you will end up broke."
with a wedge of lime.
Beer Potato Soup
-JUNIOR GABRIELLE WOLFE.. 20
- • 2 tablespoons butter
Whiskey Sours
• 1 teaspoon garlic
"Last year my friends .and I
• 6 ounce can of lemonade
• 1 bunch green onions
were
drinking, and one of my
• 6 ounces whiskey
chopped
friends
decided to put his feet up
•
1
egg
(optional)
·
•· 1 stalk diced celery ·
• Combine in blender full of ice on our table, but when he did,
• 6 cups boiled diced potatoes.
our entire table broke and he fell
and serve.
• 32 ounces beer
to the floor. Fbod and drinks
• 1 tablespoon sugar
. .
everywhere."
went
-· • 1 tablespoon chicken boul- Sangria
·
-SENIOR DUSTIN 'FANELLI. ll.
lion
• 1 large bottle dry red or
• 64 ounces chicken stock
white wine
"My freshman year of colroux to thicken
• 1 tablespoon sugar
lege,
the Giants played in the
• 4 cups cream
• 1 orange, .1 lemon, 1 lime
Super Bowl on my birthday and
• salt and pepper to taste
• 1 quart club soda
my dad took me to the game. I
Directions: Saute garlic in
Directions: Thinly slice painted my face blue and red
butter for one minute, add veg- fruits. Combine. with wine and and was interviewed by the local
etables and saute for three-to-five sugar. Refrigerate overnight. Mix news station in Tampa. I really
.
ininutes or until tender. Add pota- with club soda just before serv- kegged it up that day."
-JUNIOR
lAURA
PAL.
20
toes and beer. a)ld btjng to a boil. ing.
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Crosswor~

Making a pennanent mark.-

ACROSS
~ ~~r~s little pet
wrongdoing
9 Untidy
14 Opera song
15 Major or Minor
constellation
16 Texas shrine
17 tlardy heroine
18 Tested anew
20 Metal cutter
22 Elsinore or
,Balmorar
23 _ in the bag!
24 Fair competition
watchdog agcy.
26 "Annie "
27 SluggerRamirez
30 "On the Road"
author
32 Highly excited
33 Restaurant
patrons
34 Dejected
37 Clergyman's
title: abbr.
38 Wa1erfall
39 Drs.' org.
40 Caspian_
41 Pluses
42 Persia, today
43 Preservers al a

FROM PAGE A-16

yell to be heard over the chorus
of three needles.
After a while, Body admits
that it doesn't really hurt that
much. It just feels like a "tin- .
gling, pricking'' sensation.
Twenty minutes later, the
procedure is over. Body's skin
around the tattoo is red and
already ·s tarting to scab, but
she doesn't notice. She's too
busy examining the design in
the mirror.
She doesn't say much, but
she smiles and Yoo is relieved
that she is satisfied with the
design.
Yoo cleans the· area and
covers it with plastic wrap,
which Body must leave on for
two hours, to prevent the ink
from smearing. Yoo warns her
not to over-soak the area when
showering and tells l!:er to
apply lotion · regularly for the
next two weeks.
At the end of the experience, Body is pleased with her
new tattoo ..
·As the girls leave Exotica,
they know it will not be their
last time back there. Posada
and Greene want to get their
belly buttons pierced, and
Valencia wants the gnome tat-too.
· "It's a bonding experience," Pasada says.
Valencia agrees.
"This will be the spring of
body modification," she says.

13 Concoct

7 Wind dir.
8 Put a strain on
9 Papa's mate
10 o:r. prophet
structures
11 City NW of San
48 Blockhead
Jose
49 Female GI, once 12 Stink
50 Last pitcher
13 Sing in the
52 Conference
cantons
56 Crowd count
19 Honda moclels
59 Cab
21 Pigs' digs
60 Scottish '
24 Epee wielders
landowner
25 Picks up !he tab
61 Cargo
27 Red planet
62 Grand tale
28 "A Death in the
63 'Old curse
Family" author
64 Muffs it
29 Maritime
65 Carrel furniture
province
30 Letter x·s
DOWN
31 Put into service
1 Plaster backing 33 Malicious
strip
coward
2 Region
35 Sharif or Epps
3 Catchall label
36 Decline
abbr.
38 Ripken of the
4 Sunning
diamond
5 Emana!lons
42 Urged on
sort

45 Trap
46 Pouchlike

Sarah Body (above)
is prepared for.her
tattoo. Afriend
helps Sarah choose
the tattoo (left).

Plase see
solUliOns .
on page A-8

..,

44 State positively
51 Concludes
45 Sleuth Spade
52 Cicatrix
46 Bum with hot
53 Scruff
liquid
. 54 Rotation line
47 Site of rites
55 Haystack
57 Pub. choice ~
49 Garden gate58 Also not .
crashers

Oviedo Bowling Center

~

376. E Broadway St.
Oviedo, FL 32765

.

'V .

11.11
PHOTOS BY KRISTA ZILlZI

"'"' '611 ,..,,

I CFF

.,..,
•

Orang~ ~ounty
1

Convention.Center
9rlando,- Florida ·• February 28 •. March 2, 2003

J•

Hundred of Exhibitors .
Industry's Leading Publishers
Gold~ Sil.v er & New Comics ·
Non-:Sports & .Gaming .C ards
Toys & Action Figur,,s ·
Movie & · Screening Rooms
Over 110,000 square feet
GUEST ARTISTS ·

Also appearing...
Tony Bedard
Tony Isabella
Steve Niles
Gary Lockwood
J. Scott Campbell . Adam Hughes Jimmy Palmiotti
"2001: A Space Odyssey"
Frank Cho
· Drew Johnson Ge9rge Perez
Lloyd Kaufman
Scott Ciencin
Jeff Johnson Brandon Peterson
Troma Entertain.ment
Amanda Conner
Dan Jolley
Brian Pulido
Jonathan Hardy "Farscape" Marie Croall
Barbara Kesel Robert Rodi
James Kochalka R.A. Salvatore
Dina Meyer Anthony Cistaro Kathy Garver "Family Affair" Chris Cro~
"Birds of Prey" (Fri & Sat only)•
"Witchblade" (Sat&sunonlyJ" Richard Biggs "Babylon 5°"
Chuck Dixon
Greg Land
Bart Sears
Nichelle Nichols "Star Trek" Larry Elmore
Bob Layton
Jim S.ilke
DaVid Prowse "Star Wars" . Christian Go~ett
Andy Lee
Ray Snyder
Peter Mayhew "Star Wars" Butch Guice Joseph Michael Linsner Karl Story
, Patricia Zentilli "Lexx"
Cully Hamner
David Mack Brian Stelfreeze_
Brian Downey "Lex.x"
Gilbert Hernandez Ron Marz Ethan Van Seiver
more to be announced...
Jaime Hernandez JD Mettler plus many more.•.
Walter·Koenig
Gi'I Gerard
SPONSORED BY:
JI#~.

"Star Trek"

"Buck Rogers"

TWO CONTINUOUS ANIME
PREVIEWING· ROOMS
OFFERED BY ORLANDO'S HOTIEST ANIME; CLUBS;

AN/ME SUSHI & AN/ME JACO r

HUGE ANIME COSTUME
CONTEST & DANCE
BROUGHT TO YOU SATURDAY ONL y BY

AN/ME SUSHI

ANIME MUSIC VIDEO CONTEST

Xenia Seeberg

Erin Gray

"Le.xx"

"Buck Rogers•

F-OR MORE INFORMATION:

727-712-8700

Robert Trebor ·
"Hercules"

Jamie Farr
"M•A•s•H"

*Please Note: Autograph coupons for Rosenbaum, Meyer and Clstaro wiH be
handed out at the MegaCon information booth lwo hours prior to the assigned
autograph sessions. Signing times will be posted on the MegaCon web site wlien
they be<o-avallable. Only one autograph per person will be allowed. All guest
IJsls subject to change:

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

HUNDREDS OF
GAMING
TRACTS
PRESENTED BY
SUNQUEST
GAMES TM

ANIME JACO

CO-SPONSOR

Dal'r lllH'l'OUA
CHANCE TO BID QI RAllE,
CHE-Q'"o\'i!IHD -IC
ART llflol<lRASlllAI

a

3

ADVANCE TICKETS ONLINE: .
1 DAY PASS $ t 5.00
DAY WEEKEND PASS $35.00

3

TICKETS AT THE DOOR!
1 DAY PASS $1 8.00
DAY WEEKEND PASS $40.00

CHILDREN UNDER AGE 10 FREE WITH PAID ADULT ·

•

lassifieds
Tuesday January 21, 2003

'1:~~ .
4JOlmAIL

2SOAmMOJM'

;oo ON·CAllJlt/1
;;o BJ'EN'l'S .

300 Fa llENr

600GuaLin

321 HOllES

700Mllt:
710 fbnz
800 llELIGION

ZOOFtMSAU

310 ROOllJIAJ'D

400 Sanas

3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 115
Orlando, FL 32817

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By_ Email: classifieds@UCFfUture.com
In Person: University C_ourt, Suite 115
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chlk-Fil-A)

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

407-447-4555 • dassifieds@VCTfuture.com

Successful Promotions Company
just expanded to Orlando. We're
looking for 4 promotional reps. PIT
hours FIT pay. Perfect for students,
flexible hours. Great opportunity.
Contact Ian@ 407-251-3913.

"Attractive, thin females who smoke
needed for national telephone interview.
Selected callers earn $50. Leave name
& number, your call will be returned
ASAP. 1-888-355-0322 Toll Free"

Eam $1,000. $2,000

for your student Group
in just I hours!
Multiple fundraising options available. No

Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

.. carwashes. No raffles. Just success I Fundraising
dates are filling quickly. Get with the programs
that work!
'

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No exp. ne~ssary.
Earn up to $150-$450 a day.
1-800-814-0277 x 907

888 -923-3238 • :.'.W. cmpus•unrn"''tr co•n

3 sales people needed to sell roses
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not,
and more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1Op-2a. Nice
smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team I
Call Roses by Renee 407-681-3612

Yo11r Trus.ted Sourre for College Fundrc1ising.

CORRECTED E-MAIL ADDRESS!!
CAMPUS REPS needed for new
energy drink. Feb through Aprll.
($500) Outgoing w/ marketing savvy.
Send letter of Intro plus resume
to mvangllder1@nyc.rr.com.

Work in Area's HOTTEST Night
Clubs!$$$ PT Hours, FT PAY$$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC
AND OUTGOING
Make Big Money
Start Today 407 538-6136

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerlca
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin ·@ 1-866-208-3263.
BARTENDERS NEEDED!!
No experience necessary!!
Earn up to $300/Day!!
1-866-291-1884 xU971
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No experience necessary!!
Earn up to $150-$450/Day!I
Call now for immediate exposure
. 1-800-814-0277 x971

Mommy's Helper Needed!!

Dream Vacation, Inc.
is now hiring

Experience with children ·needed.
I am very flexible, PT. I can work
around your school hours.
Good pay! Call 4.07-238-4722

PT/FT customer service reps.
Excellent commissions. No exp. nee.
Flexible schedule. 2 min. from UCF.
Call 407-380-8n2.

Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250a day potential. Local Positions.
. · 1-800-293-3985 ext 602

Female Model Search
Seeking Photogenic & attractive
females for online Calendar site. No
experience or nudity required.
Earn $ now. Not you, tell a friend
For info, call 9-7pm 407-694-6740

18+ Attractive females wanted
for paid video Interview.
Call 407-256-3903 for details.
Child Care Needed in our Oviedo
home. Any two days M-F 8am-5pm,
occasionally evenings or weekend.
3yr old girl, and 19 mo boy. Must
have own trans, NS, references and
exp with young children. Edu
majors encouraged. $9/hr. Call
407-923-2250 or 407-325-7217
or eve 407-365-6502

Valet Parking Attendants Needed
Immediate openings! Locations
throughout Orlando area,
flex schedules, FT/PT avail,
for great pay and great opp call
407-971-9131

FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!

Mommy's helper/babysitter. Kind,
caring, dependable and must love
working with children. $6-7/hr.
Every Wed. A.M. + other days.
Ref. a must. Call 407-249-1086.

I am a UCF student looking for a
babysitting job. I can care for child(ren)
of any age, every day of the week.
Flexible schedule. Reliable,
experienced, and ref. avail.
Call 954-258-3398 or e-mail
alves_natalia@hotmail.com.

Customer Service Reps PIT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type
@ ample speed. Located near
· Orlando Int Airport. Flexible
Schedule + great pay. AM/PM
positions available. Call Peggy or
Brandon@ 407-243-6150 ref. 1010

Tonino's Italian restaurant Is
Looking For Experienced Waiters
and Waitresses for FT or PT. Stop
by our location in Oviedo to apply
or call 407·9n·2116.

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• . MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Call Today
407-823-5163

SUMMER IN MAINE
Males and females.
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity.
*Tennis
*Swim
*Canoe
*Sail
*Water Ski
*Kayak
*Gymnastics
*Theatre
*Silver Jewelry
*Nanny
*Copper Enameling *Video
*English Riding
*Ropes
*Pottery
*Office
*Land sports and more.
June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website. Apply online.
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls:

1-800-997-4347

www .trip_plakecamp.com
Graduate Debt Free? Retire in 3
to 5 years? Earn while you learn?
Are you ·entrepreneurial, a team
player, a self-starter? Help us
launch the East Coast market.
Flexible hours. Call Larry or
Diane for an interview at
1-Bn-426-2074 (toll free message
line) or 407-880-3855 • .

California Chicken Grill
now hiring drivers, flyers, and
registered cooks. Contact Dan @
407-273-2254 or 407-273-1601.

Cocktail Server Wanted!!!
PIT, experience good, personality
even better. Country western bar
located on Orange Ave. between
DnTWn and Florida Mall. Call
Bonnie@ 407-579-0800.
Part Time Leasing Agent needed
for potential long term employme~t.
Experience Preferred.
Call 407·673-4401
or Fax resume to 407-998-3787.
Calico Jacks now taking applications
for all ·positions. Apply in person
M-Th between 2-4.
11726 East Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE
Now Hiring Grill Line Cooks
Apply M-Th 1-3 or call
for an appt 407-699-0900
Amazing summer @ premier PA co-ed
children's overnight camp. Energetic,
enthusiastic, men and women wanted
for all activities and counselor positions.
Good salary, great experience,
internships available. Tu schedule for
ori campus interview for late March visit
. website www.campnockamixon.com

ti]

FOR

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7perwk
$1 per wk
$1perwk

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

IJ HELP WANTED IJ HELP WANTED IJ HELP WANTED IJ HELP WANTED
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

2 Issues ( 1 week):
8 Issues ( 4 weeb):
24 Issues (12 weeb):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

SALE

BED - Queen pillow-top set. Name
brand w/ warranty. NEW in plastic.
Sacrifice $220. Can deliver.
407-383-0585.
BED - A full size set, new, still in plastic
w/warr. Sell $175. 407-383-0585.
MATTRESS SET - A queen set,
orthopedic/plush, unused in plastic.
Sell $210. Can deliver.
407-383·0585.
Mobile Hot Dog Cart
Clean, new parts, good condition.
Excellent earning potential.
$3500/obo. Call 407-443-7454.
'92. Dodge Cplt. Manual, 5 spd.
Runs well. $1200. Call 407-926-6439
or e-mail kajm98@hotmail.com.
SOFA BED, queen, used, leather,
$100. Can Deliver. Call 407-823-2165.
Texas Instruments Tl-83 Graphing
Calculator - brand new, never opened.
Ultraviolet color. Only $100!!
Call Steve @ 407-421-6639

Im AUTOMOTIVE
!!!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!!!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda,
Import and domestic owners! Need
quality auto repair/maintenance, etc?
Don't delay, call
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399-7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
independent shop rates!
FIREBIRD
1996 V-6, 5 speed manual, AC,
Pioneer CD/radio, great condition,
well-maintained. $4750.
Call 407-365-1688.
1991 MAZDA RX7, If you see it
you buy itl All original factory RX-7
in perfect condition! Candy apple
red w/black interior, sunroof, power
window, abs, cold ac, Carfax
certified car w/115,700 serviced
miles. Won't last! Serious
buyers only, $5800, call Jose
at 407-443-5762.
SPORTY, 4DR, HONDA ACCORD EX
5 spd. Man., one owner, all Honda
parts/serv. Pwr. win/sunroof. 6 CD
changer. Ork Green, exc. cond. 65k.
$7495/obo. Call 407-359-8320.
'88 Toyota Camry. 4dr. White,
Manual. Air,stereo,cruise control.
160k. New front tires & battery.
Tinted. Well maintained. $1800.
Call 407-836-1504.

m

FoRRENT

Wa erford Lakes house. 2bed/2bath.
2 car garage. Storage shed. All new
appliances. Ll~wn care. Community
pool & tennis. $995/mnth.
Call 407-758-6599.
Minutes from UCF. 2100 sq ft
3bed/2bath home plus den, lr/dr,
large family room, screened porch,
fenced yard, 2 car garage. All
appliances, lawn service incl, no
pets. $1550/mnth. 407-230-1116.

Spacious Townhouses

Mendel Villas
2/2.5 w I garage,
only $650 including w/d.

Available now!
Call 407-324-7773
Walking distance to Uff!
LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES!
Unfurnished master bedroom/bath in
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in
beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
2 available. $475/mo + util call
407.243.3760 or 407-681-9289

Metrowest Area.
Large room avail. in 4/2. Mature,
Quiet Female pref.
Furnished/Unfurnished. No pets.
$450/mnth. All util. Incl.
Call DJ at 321-662-1165.
3/2/2C Conway home. All new
appliances. $1100/mnth. 1st and last
security dep. requ. Great location.
Please call 407-970-9711.
ROOM AVAIL BY UCF. $400 INCL.
ALL UTIL. FURNISHED WITH BED.
HOUSE HAS WASHER, DRYER,
POOL TABLE, BIG SCREEN TV.
ACCESS TO POOL AND
VOLLEYBALL COURT. FEMALES
ONLY. CALL PAUL 407-468-3161.
Room avail. for Male in Northgate
Lakes across from UCF. 3/2 fully
furnished. Reduced to $400/mnth. incl.
util. for sublease through 8/1/03. $200
security. Call 386-672-9872 or e-mail
Easterbl@flcourts.org .
House for Rent Alafaya Woods - 3/2 double garage
$1250 per/mo (inclu W/D) 1st, Sec.
Deposit + Last Month. Roommate
situation ok. Call 321-229-6726.

Short Term Lease
Roommate needed to take over lease
at Village @ Alafaya Club. Avail ASAP
and until Aug only. Move in any vacant
room in complex, your choice. Rent
$485/mo, util inclu. UCF shuttle.
Call 407-310-0105
APT FOR RENT - 212 $650/mo includes
water, garbage, and local phone with
voicemail. Walking distance to UCF.
Pets OK. Call Rachel 407-781-3402.
Room in beautiful home, secluded,
quiet, car port, kitchen privileges,
$300/mo. Security $100. Quiet
for study, 5 mins from UCF.
407-673-0715 or 407-948-2649.
Room for Rent in 3bd/2ba House in
Waterford Lakes. Quiet Neigh, W/D,
furnished, and ethernet. $350/month
+ 1/3 util. Call Scott at (407)399-6962.
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FoRRENT

Room available. 10 minutes from
UCF. $375/mnth. Incl. utll. + W/D.
Female preferred. Call 407-929-1391.
Sublease in Northgate Lakes Apt. avlb.
asap. 4 bed/2 bath. All util. incl.
$400/mnth. Call Sarah at 850-543-3352
or e-mail Skloyd@aol.com.
Looking for an apartment in Alafaya ·
Club? I need to get out of my lease
I will pay your move in. Call Alex
321-695-4049.
House for Rent
Polk County home for rent in
Davenport. Furnished 4/2 with
heated pool and 2 car garage.
Only $1400/mo (can negotiate).
Please Call 718-342-1864

Unfurnished room, new home, 12
min from UCF. $450 incl. all util. +
garage priv. N/S, no drugs or pets.
I'm a healthy HIV+ straight male,
homeowner, prof, neat. Reply to
GrayMatter?OOO@aol.com or
407-658-5825 evenings.
ROOMMATE REFERALS - Florlda's
oldest/largest rmt. service. All areas,
' all prices, all screened. Call Susie
at 407-581-2267 or email
roommatesfl@aol.com.
"Let us fin.d your ideal roommate"

rm

SERVICES

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT WILL PROVIDE
TYPING, RESUME, JOB SEARCH
LEADS, EVENTS, CLERICAL
SERVICES. CALL DEBBIE .
(407) 382.4681
Lose Weight wanted: 23 people to
loose weight now all natural doctor
recommended #1 in Europe Call
407-748-146!) 1 person at a
time associates.

m!J

RETAIL

Florida's ONLY 4 Day, 5 Night SPRING
BREAK packages. Student Express #1
parties in Cancun with exclusive
appearances by DJ SKRIBBLE and
SHAGGY!! Spring Break on <mother
level! Reliable Air and Hotel. From
$439! www.studentexpress.com or
800-787-3787 for details.

~

Three Rooms available
Room Available in House!!
Located in UCF area. F, non-smoker.
Room in a 4B/2.5B house, W/D,
own phone line. Private, quiet
neighborhood. $450/mnth. Contact
Jill @ (407) 657-7134.

in 4/3 home. Close to UCF. female
roommates wanted. Non-smoker. No
Pets. $375/mnth. plus util. Call Angie
@ 407-366-4035 or 954:494-8659.
M/F to share 3/2 house w/ couple.
$475/mnth+$150 security deposit.
10 min. from campus. Must be
responsible and pay bills on time.
Contact Shelley or Doug
@ 321-438-6320.

3 months FREE rent
on all studios! 1,2,& 3 BR apt.
homes. Arden Vill~s Apartments
407-382-1100.
2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!! F needed
to sublease 1/1 and 4/4 @ the Village
at Alafaya Club. $465/mnth. Inc. util. .
Fully furnished, W/D. Contact Jen
@ 321-217-1544 or 407-313-7516.
Avail.ASAP.
NEW LISTING! Hunter's Reserve
Condo. Walk to UCF. 2B/2B, pool,
tennis, workout room, basketball
court. $800/mnth. Contact owner
@ 386-427-1064.
F, non-smoker wanted. $475/mnth incl.
everything exc. telephone. Cable
Internet. 3B/2B house off of Dean
and McCulloch. Contact Melissa
. @ 407-491•0091.

RENT A FURNISHED
BEDROOM $295!!!

F roommate wanted In 2B/2B.
Non-smoker. About 5 minutes from
. UCF. W/D, furnished·or unfurnished.
$375/mnth. Util. incl. Contact
Christina@ 407-971-8541.
Room for rent. 2 miles south from UCF. ·
$300/mnth plus 1/3 util. M/F, duplex.
We h.ave a cat. Call Charles @
407-716-8978.

[tiiiJ

Perform Better! School, Sports
, or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnode~n.com or 407 851 0945

Tutor

Only a Mile from UCF. Home is Fully
Furnished. Females only please.
Call Tiffany at 407-273-9045.

Writing instruction and CLAST
preparation 407-679-4299 or
marshgator1 @earthlink.net

1 B/1 B avallable now In 3/3
furnished apt. at Jefferson
Commons. Only-$490/mo inclu
util, cable, W/D, and ethernet.
Call 407-492-2989
Looking for someone to sublease
apartment. Pegasus Landing, F only,
$490/mnth. Willing to pay $100 to
anyone.willing to find someone. We
will pay move in cost + half of first
months rent. Move in immediately.
Call Mary toll free@ 1-877-887-8530

· Actors/Musicians
UCF Students Receive 20% Off
Headshots for comp cards. Call
Mack Photography at 407-539-7032
to make an appointment.

r=LOSE WEIGHT=i
NOWI
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Brand new house on lake, never lived
in. W/D, kitchen priv, high speed net,
cable inclu. Rooms avail on 2/1/03.
Located in waterside. $450+
Call Daniel 321-287-0246

Call Diana tor a
FREE Sample .

UCF AREA-1B abail. In a 4B
townhouse. Furnished, amenities,
$390/mnth. all util. incl. 813-760-3991.
Rent room. Village @ Alafaya.~F
Get 2 new microfridges, ful
furnished, walk in closet, 1 bat
w/ util.- $465/mo. Near UCF
call 407-313-8167. Leave a message.
Room available in a 2B/2B. 15 minutes
from UCF. $360/mnth. + 1/2 util. Need
someone who is serious minded and
quiet. Contact Mensoor 407-257-0011
or leave message 7

Townhouse for rent.
Foxhunt Lanes, 2 miles from UCF.
2bed/2bath. Rent $600-$700/mnth.
(neg.) Avail. now. Companion
animals welcome. Call 407-281-7822
or 321-331-1859.

mJ

HOMES

Dover Estates. 4848 Cedar Bay Street.
3/2/2C pool home. Completely
·
remodeled. Move-in ready.
Privacy fenced. $13~.9K.
Call 407-970-9711 .

SERVICES

401-349-3485
~~

L..,,

Herbalife Independent I . d~
Distributor.
~
Online Filing

· Do Your Taxes Online @
www.absolutetax~s.com for a minimal
fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ
and $14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!
DO MEN KNOW? Looking good takes
·
more than soap & wafer. Skin
Management for Men from Mary Kayproducts that treat men's skin right.
marykay.com/jhassani 407.281.9918

~, .a
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• Fun & Easy Transportation
• r1111111dn9 Avalable
!I\
2yr unlmited nileage wmTCllty :'"
• 3 models/ 9 colors
• Map aeclt mrcls accepted

Jet Ski Orlando

Ill ON CAMPUS
UCF PHI BETA LAMBDA is recruiting
for the Spring semester! We are the
premier organization for business
& leadership. Meeting at 6pm on 1/28
in Wired Cafe. Email
DontMessWthTheS@aol .com for info
Would you like to improve your
communication and speaking skill?
Try Toastmasters! First two visits
free! Our local club.meets the 1st
and 3rd Wednesdays @ Perkins
(11662 University BLVD) 7:30 to 8:30
AM. Call Diane Neff at 407-823-0038
or dneff@mail.ucf.edu

I!]
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Discount Coupons up to $250
Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica &
Bahamas packages with air.
Our staff's 18th Spring Break
1-800-328-7513
www.hotspringbreaks.com
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Prices include:

Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the island ot one of ten resorts (your choice).
........ Tl'llll

HONEYMOON SPECIALIST
Local full-service travel agency with
exp. in honeymoon planning. Great
deals and ideas for every budget.
Call American Travel Consultants
at (407) 679-6655.

1-801-861-5018
www.Ba•amalB.COll
Book Earlv for Best Selectionl

GREEKS

· Kappa Delta would like to announce the
beginning of the Generation Donation
Blood Drive on Jan. 27-29 in front
of the Student Union.

ilI!]

MISC.
Jamaica ........ $679
Cancun .......... $609
Amsterdam ...$609
Paris ............... $597

Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100
Start your own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men
to start a new Chapter. H you are ,
interested in academic success,
a chance to network and an
opportunity to make friends in a
non-pledging Brotherhood,
e-mail: zbt@zbtnational.org
or call 800-431-9674.
!!MERCHANDISE WANTED,
CASH PAID!!
Box fulls to house fulls. Will buy
books, eds, videos, and other
miscellaneous items. Call Dave @
407-568-1791.

Includes air & accommodations from Miami.
Prices are per person. Some taxes & fees
not included Other departure cities and
destinations available.

~

www.statravel.com
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SATELLITE 18"
Top dollar paid for access cards
& equip. I buy used/broken DirecTV
& dish network systems. I come
to you. Daytime 321-945-5690.
Evening 407-260-1505.
YOU WRITE IT
WE SELL IT!
Furniture, cars, roommates?
.Call 407-447-4555 or email
classifieds@UCFfuture.com today!
Let us do the work!

It captur~ your energy, your spirit and your style. Call me
to experience the Velocity® fragrance and skin care
collections. Plus, I _have lots of coordinating color products!
-H~ppy ReNew Year SweepstakesJENNIFER HASSAN I

MARY KAY® .

SPRING BREAK!
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199
Includes 7 Nights Hotel;
6 Free Parties!
24 Hours Free Drinks!
Cancun & Jamaica
From $459 www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386

(407) 859-3006

Velocity®wn~~;, .

mv website.

SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
$279
5 Days, Includes 10 Free Meals.
Free Parties & Drink Sp~cials!
-lnclu. PGrt, Departure, Hotel Tax!
www.springbreaktravel.com
.
1.800.678.6386

P11rls • S111es • Serrlf;e

what a girl want s!

. enter to win $5000 or $1000 on

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida.
Best Parties, Best Hotels, Best Prices!
Group Discounts, Group organizers
travel free! Space is limited! Hurry up &
Book Now! 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

ACT NOW! Last Chance to guarantee
the best Spring Break Prices to all
· destinations. Reps Needed ... Travel
free, Earn $$$•.Group discounts
for 6+. www.lelsuretours.com.
1-800-838-8203.

Share a 3/2 home in Alafaya Woods!
$500/mo includes utilities, W/D,
security sys, & all appliances!
Call Barbara@ 321-229-6726!

TRAVEL

INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT

www.marykay.com/jhassani
407.281.9918

Mention this ad for a 10% discount off your 1st order
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• UCF Residence Life Staff
Services on-site

. and

• UCF Academic advising onsite
• 2', 3 & 4 Bedroom apartments
• Fully furnished
~ Private bathrooms
• All utilities included*
·• Monitored alarm systems · ·
· _C able TV w/HBO 1, 2, 3

We have·monthly social etients!
Come·1ive with us andjoin in the fun!

.

You decide the winner of our
15 Minutes Contest.
Stop by the new Reaction store and see our top ten contestants
on video performing their most outrageous trick or crazi~st antic.
Then you vote for who should be a star.

· Receive a free Reaction mix CD
with your vote and any purchase. While supplies last.

\

For more information visit reactiononline/15minutes.com
or visit our new Reaction store at the Florida Mall .
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KATRINA HAMMER
STAFF WRITER

The call jµst ·caQ1e. Everyone
loves the call: "Hello; dlis is so-and~so
from such-and-slich-rompany. I Wa.s
just calling to see if we could set up ah
interview."
·
So, you take the next several
minutes running ·around the room, '
calling friends and dancing with joy.·
But nowwhat? Yoo/ h~ starts
pumping anq the questions race
th:t'Ough your head. What to wear?
What to say? How to act?
There are a few incredibly simple steps that can be taken to avoid a
I,J.ightmare interview.

Before the interview
Know that getting ready for an
·interview should take plaee at least:
two to three days before the actual
~terview occurs. Nothing should be'
last-minute when it comes to preparing for the interview.
Consider the- perfect interview
outfit .based on the position and com~
pany you are .seeking.
Clothes : µiake the
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-Hulldreds of.employers
coming to UCF campus
JOE HARLESS

2003 ·Spring

STAFF WRITER

., R .EDEFIN.E YOUR WORLD! ',
This year,·the Peace Corps needs hundreds
of Volunteers in countries like Kazakhstan,
Ghana, Thailand, and Paraguay.
')

1

Find out how you can be one of them when
Peace Corps representative Adrienne Fagler visits
Univer ·
r~
(,,Florida!

The UCF Career Resource
Center will hold its Spring 2003
Career Expo from 10 a.m. until 3
p.m. on Jan. 22 at the UCF Arena.
More than 80 organizations
will be oil hand to answer questions about employment and job
opportunities for students.
"It's a big networking opportunity;" said Earnestine Jackson,
assistant director of the Career
Resource Center.
The expo promises a variety
of organizations, with representatives from Florida Power and

Career Expo

Wednesday, Jan. ll.
UCF Arena
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

_________
Light to Kraft Fbods scheduled to
attend
The Career Resource Center
holds job expos onoo a semester
and hosts a statewide expo duringthe summer semester, usually
in May. Jackson added that some
of the organizations come to the
expos on a regular basis.

"Those that continue to
come to campus want to recruit
UCF students," Jackson said.
'We provide interview rooms on
the spot if an employer wants to
use them."
Students are encouraged to
. attend the event. Dress for a job
interview and bring several
copies of a resume to show
employers. Registration through
the Career Resource Center is
not required to attend the expo.
To view a list of the organizations scheduled to att~md the
eXpo, gn to the Career Resource
Center's home page at
~crc.ucf.edu.
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~. VECTOR®
Marketing
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··Haue choices tomor~ow ..
~g acquiring skills today!!!

.VISIT US AT THE ·UCF ARENA

'9

ON'JUUIRY ·22ND
·FORJHE '.CAREER FAIR!!
We offer the following benefits:

• meaningful work·(no copies or coffee!) that helps
goo_deuelop skills In marketing, sales training,
sales management, and communication.
. • Hfun, team enuironment supported bg ongoing
training, coaching, and management.
• Hguaranteed base pag with incentiues based on
_petsonal performance.
·• An unparalleled experience that will build
confidence and prepare one for a competitiue .
job ·market, regardless of their chosen career.
• Hclear career path to a full-time management
position upon graduation.
Receiue-more information or apply on-line by ulsiting:

www.workforstudents.com/eas

ADAM RosCHE I CFF

Receiving the call from a targeted employer begins the process of preparing for an interview.

3·parts·to·an.interview.
FROM PAGE B-1

• ··

woman), but they also make the job seeker. Pick an
outfit several days before the interview. Make sure
that it is cleaned and pressed. Always avoid anything flashy, trashy, uncomfortable and most of all
unprofessioruil. In most cases, that means leaving
your lucky pink halter-top in the closet.

Bring copies of your resume

This may seem like a no-"Qrainer, but it is often

overlooked. Make sure to make several good-quality copies of your resume on nioo, heavy, neutral-colored paper. Store them in a folder that will prevent
· them from gettingwet, wrinkled or dirty.· ·

Organize the extras
Ammge any documents or papers you would
like your potential employer to see. This includes

anytbing in your portfolio, referenoos and outstanding work
·

Stock the essentials
- 1.-0ad your purse or briefcase with pens (make
sure theywork), some paper or a notebook, a comb,
tissues, an umbrella (especially if the interview is in
Orlando) and some breath mints.

Brush up
Do your homework and look over some impor-

tant facts and history about the company for which
you have applied to work Simply lmowingthe company's mission statement, researching some of its
potential projects or commenting op. its history is
' often impressive to interviewers. Memorize these
facts.
Look for information on the Internet, starting
. .with the company's Web site. If .the company has
one, chanoos are there are links to its history ~d
other valuable information.

J

Choose an·it1fervlew outfit .
· Have It clea"ed a"d pressed.

'

'- I

Print

e~tra copies of your resuMt

.i Orgal'lize extra doou1Re1ds a"d work: .
,
.'

.Stoclc purse or briafcase with
pel'ls. paper; lftil'lts. etc.
Research oolftpa"Y· · .

Practlc~

'

potel'ltlal il'ltervlew questlol'ls ·.
with friend or lftirror.

'

Se"d thal'lk you l'lote after l"terv.lew.
CmuSTOPHER ARNOLD

I CFF

Follow the diche: practice makes perfect
It just makes sense to practioo the interview.
This should be done the night before the interview.
That way, practioo questions and answers will still
be fresh in your head the next day.
Prepare a list of frequently asked interview

questions. Have a friend act as the interviewee or
simply practioo by yourself with a mirror. This will
help you to be able to answer questions quickly and
to prevent panicking. ·
PLEASE SEE

Thank-you .ON B-6
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·Juggling _classes, ·
family, ·run, work
Finding right balance
takes dedication and
organizational skills
SAMANTHA FREDERICKS
STAFF WRITER

said. "Now I just memorize my schedule each
morning so I have an idea of what my day looks
like. Other than that I know I don't have time for a
break, so if I have one, something is wrong."
Fbr Diedrich, prioritizing seems to be the key
word in keeping herself organized. She says that
often the four aspects.of her life - schoo~ work,
the fraternity and her family- may switch priority levels.
"Time organization is something I have
always struggied with. Things conflict with one
another and I am forced to make a choice, and it's
not a matter of what I want to do but what is the
right thing for me to do," Diedrich said. "It's hard
to balance everything all the time. What I have
found that .works is setting up a schedule and
sticking to it, because once you get off it, it's very
hard to get back into a routine."
So do students like Diedrich and Reich have
time for themselves? Does working along with
school mean there is no longer time for fun and
relaxation? Both Diedrich and Reich laugh at the
idea of free time, but said that on the·rare occasion it does occur, catching up on
sleep is something they try to
do.

Senior Kelly Diedrich, 21, remembers a time
last year when she was working full time, an average of 54 hours per week at her. job at Bed Bath
and Beyond, on top of rushing Phi Sigma Pi
national honor fraternity and taking 12 credit
hours of upper-level classes.
After on several occasions- Diedrich found
herself having blackouts and ieeling physically 'ill,
she realized she needed to make a change in how
she lived her life. Prioritizing her health and mental well-being over some of the other less important demands upon her.
"It was the first time that I actually stopped
long enough to realize I was pushing myself too
hard," Diedrich said. "I ended up stepping down
to a part-time associate position and dropping a
class that cost me a scholarship, but I just couldn't do all the things
I needed to do." Though
she has managed to pace
herself a little
better, Diedrich
still suffers from
anxiety/panic
attacks that are
a direct result
of her packed
of
schedule
work, school
and community
involvement.
Working an
average of 3040 hours a
week, going to
school full time and
being an active member of her fraternity,_
Diedrich says she is lucky to
get at least five hours of sleep
and rarely has time to sit down
and eat a meal.
"It's hard for me to focus sometimes,
and staying awake and paying attention in class ·
can be difficult. I feel run-down but I can't just
stop beCause too many people count on me to get
things done, so I find a way to do them," Diedrfoh ·
said.
" Fbr students who are forced to work on top of
"I don't sleep as much as I should, and at
going to school, living can be a real balancing act.
With the average salary ranging from $6-$8 an times I lay awake at night with millions of things
hour, working 30 to 40 hours a week is sometimes running through my mind for the next day. So if I
necessary in order to support one's self. This on do have some free time I try to take a small cattop of taking classes and attempting to have a nap," Reich said.
Reich does admit that the hardest part of
social life can be a serious strain on a person, both
balancing everything is not having any personal
mentally and physically.
Junior Alicia Reich is also familiar with the time. "I feel almost guilty taking 30 minutes of my
stress of balancing school and work. Her average day for me," she said.
Diedrich is a strong advocate of free time.
day begins around 7:30 a.m. and is spent on campus, where she is either in class or working for the She says that the little she has is what maintains
music department until 5 p.m. After that, either her overall sanity.
''When I have an actual day off, I go visit my
she is doing homework, running errands or going
to a meeting for one of the many organizations she family in Lakeland, blit the best thing I do when I
have free time is meeting up with my friends for
is involved in.
"I am usually lucky to make it to bed by 1 lunch to catch up and talk with them. My friends
a.m.," Reich said. Like Diedrich, Reich suffers are my greatest strength. They are what makes
physical deterioration from the stress of her each day worth living," Diedrich said.
Though their schedules run them ragged,
schedule.
"By the time the end of the semester comes, I force them to lose sleep, eat unhealthy, and rarely
am ready to collapse and I usually sleep the next give them time to relax and enjoy themselves, neiday or two to gain back my energy. Sometimes my ther Diedrich nor Reich say they would eliminate
body will physically ache because I am so tired," anything in their lives, not even wor~
"All of these things I do are who I am,"
Reich said.
With only 24 hours in the day, one wonders Diedrich said. ''Without any of these elements in
how students like Diedrich and Reich are able to my life l would feel incomplete. It's hard and
some days I don't have the strength to deal with it
accomplish everything on their agendas.
"I used to use a Falm Pilot, which.helped me and want to walk away from everything, but if I
keep my schedule down to the minute," Reich did, lwouldn't know what to do with myself."

Sm~ford

Deland

Orlando

]11ckso11<1 ille

Ta111p11

Engineers
Planners
Landscape Architects
Surveyors

Construction Management
Design/Build
www.cphengineers.com
Palm Coasi

Palm City

Ft. Myers

Dnllas

Puerto Rtco

DO YOU NEED FLEXIBILITY?
$8-15 Average Hourly.

EXTRA INCOME?
When you make DMI_your 1st choice, you have the
opportunity to earn extra MONEY while in school!!

S100 SIGN ON BONUS!!
With our flexible hours to meet your schoof schedule,
paid training, and high earnings pot~ntial, we are attracting
the· best people around! We have IMMEDIATE OPENINGS;
so if you are energetic, money-motivated and goal-oriented,
give us a call at one of our 2 convenient locations TODAY!

BENEFITS AVAIWLE
WINTER PARK
EAST ORLA"DO

Commerce Center

TerraCotta Business Park
S. Semoran Blvd. Ste. 19

3592, Atoma Ave. Ste.
407-673-9700

5575

407-243-9400

6

Apply Online at:

(www.dialamerica.com/Orlando)
EOE

\@t

·B ar '1 Crill
Winter Park: 227 S. Semoran Blvd. • 407-673-WING (9464)
Daytona Beach: 2725 W. Intn'l Speedway Blvd. • 386-947-9838
Altamonte Springs: Coming soon March 2003
Call for directions!

--

1. -

It's Like Grad School
for Management .Careers.
Build a smart career plan with an industry leader that already has one: Steak n Shake. Our Management Development
Program allows students to make the most of their talents with a well-structured plan for professional growth.

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM ·

. Salaries to $35,000
We hire energetic, people-oriented individuals with excellent communication and leadership skills to begin rewarding
careers witb an industry leader. You will have the opportunity to advance at an accelerated pace based upon the track
record that you build. You'll enjoy: Competitive Salaries & Benefits, Quarterly Bonus Incentive Plan, Employee Stock
Purchase Plan, Superior Training Program, Profit Sharing, 40 lk, Paid Vacation, and 5 Day Work Weeks.
• Sfeak n Shake - join us at the top. Please forward your resume to: Steak n Shake, Attn: Human Resources Manager,

455 Douglas Ave, Suite 1755, Altamonte Springs, FL 32714. Fax: 407-788-9250. NYSE symbol SN$. We are an equal
opportunity employer committed to a diverse workforce.

wwW.steaknshake.com

Seeking candidates with a Bachelor's and/or Master's degree in:

.Computer Science • Computer Engineering • Electrical Engineering Interested candidates, please visit us at the
Internship Fair,
January 2s, 2003, s:oopm-4:oopm, or at the
UCF Engineering and· Computer Science Expo '2003,
February·s3, 2003~ 9:ooam-4:oopm,
· or apply online at careers.harris.com
We are also seeking candidates with a Bachelor's degree in:

Accounting • Rnance • Economics • Business Management
Interested candidates, please visit us at the
UCF Career Expo,
January 22, 2003, so:ooam-3:oopm,
or apply online at careers.harris.com
US Citizenship is required for most positions. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

www.harris.com
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Thank-you notes a must.
FROM PAGE

B-3

WAS THI$·

During the interview
Typically, lasting impressions are made within the first 10
seconds of meeting an interviewer. It is the first 10 seconds that
can play an important role in
determining whether or not the
interviewee receives a job.
It is always a good idea to
open with a good, firm handshake.
Chemistry, or a lack of chemistry, between the interviewer
and the interviewee is determined based on both appearance
.and body language~ according to ·
monster.com. Shortly after meeting, an opinion is formed by the
interviewer.
Tu avoid a negative opinion,
avoid vibes of desperation. Fbr
instance, rather than telling the
interviewer about really needing
a job, comment on the result of
possibly receiving the job.
Listen to what the interviewer says and be prepared to -·
explain your interpretation of the
information. Also, take note of
the tone and pace at which the
interviewer talks. Try and copy
this pace to keep the conversation on the same level.
When the interviewer begins
questioning, avoid saying anything negative about past relationships. This includes both former .bosses and ooworkers.
Also, try to remain calm and
focused. took the interviewer in
the eye and talk slowly and carefully. Try not to babble or rush
your thoughts.
Body language is very
important. Hand gesturing is
perfectly fine and also completely
natural, but do not get carried
away. Do not fidget. Do not play
with your hair, tap your foot
repeatedly or click the top of your
pen. There is nothing worse to
make you look in.ore nervous.
Finally, the interviewer will
ask if you have any questions.
Never, ever say "no." Asking
questions proves your interest in
the company and job. Ask ques. tions about the responsibilities of
the job, ask the interviewer -to
elaborate on something they
mentioned earlier or ask a ques- .
tion about the company.

After the interview
The interview is over, but
you did perfect because you followed the ·simple tips listed
above.
No~, seal the ~eal by sending ,
a simple thank-you note

Thank-you notes help the
interviewer remember you, and
also help you to stand out. In.fact,
it is estimated that only about 5
percent of job seekers send a follow-up note or card
.
Cards can be handwritten of"
sent by e-mail. Just make sure to
send the card within 24 hotirs
after the interview.
There are a few guidelines
for each format.
Handwritten:
• Write the note in pen, not
pencil
• Trash mistakes and start over.
• Proofrel;ld carefully. Better yet,
have a friend proofread.
E-mail:
• Choose a conservaqve, professional font in black
• Avoid e-cards that come
across as unprofessional.
• Do not "CC" or carbon copy
. the note to others.
• Check spelling carefully.

THE LAST TIME

.YOU WERE REWARDED
FOR A 'J OB WELL DONE?
ADAM ROSCHE I

CFF

Akey ingredient to a lasting impression is a firm handshake.
In the thank-you note,
include strong· points that were
discussed during the interview
and write anything important that
you may have forgutten to mention.
A sloppy, error-filled note will
prove deconstructive, while a
nicely written, professional note

will improve chances.
Find all these helpful hints
and more online at:
• monster.com, "Interviews are
Like First Dates," by Carole
Martin
• hotjobs.com, ''.A Crash Course
in Interview Preparation," by
Christopher Jones,
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Internet tnake·s j"ob hunting easy
Students can
look at sample questions in the virtual
an.cl
Applying for jobs, creating ·interviewer
a resume and searching for choose what they
facts such as current pay rates think is the best
and a company's history has answer. The Web
site will provide
never been easier.
Job ·seekers can turn to explanations for the
and worst
their computers . to unlock a best
myriad of sources for career answers.
The most popuinformation. The largest and
possibly most popular Web site, . lar feature of monwww.monster.com, provides vis- stertrak.com is -the
itors with information regard- major-to-career coning applications, interviews, job verter. Students can
use this tool to narrow
searches and much more.
their job search and.
In career-related Web sites., also learn about other
career options that fall
visitors can:
under their particular
major.
Search jobs
Typically, visitors will
choose their city and state or
ZIP code and a basic category
Two of the best on line
of their job type. Categories will
resource sites are
be general such as engineering,
careerbuilder.com and
monster.com.
financial services and sales.
After a general selection, visitors will have the option of
choosing from· a range of more
specified jobs. The jobs will
include location, job title and
company.
The job title contains a link
that visitors can use to inquire
about .the job and receive some
general information about the
job including requirements,
responsibilities · and contact
informatio'n.
KATRINA HAMMER
STAFF WRlTER

·lnonstef-~
never settle"'

Mltri~'rStQ~
Frooi Thnip
}obtQ

Perlectjob
"I took
ad't'ant'llge of

tlie-r:a~er

advke,,,''
Iiud..Ute..stul;lt~

c--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-c--~~~~~~~----=-~~~,.--.~~~~~~-,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Post a resume
Career-related Web sites
allow visitors to create a
i:esume as well as post it online.
Visitors can choose to follow the
templates that the Web site has
set up, or they can review tips
and create their own.
Web
sites
such
as
www.hotjobs.com provide links
to arficles about resume creating, what to include (and not to
include) in a resume and also
basic formatting inforination.
After completion, job seek-ers may choose to post th~if
1
.own resume on specific sites
that allow corporations to
search through posted resumes
for potential employees. Job
seekers also have the option of
attaching their resume as part
of an application online or one
submitted through e-mail.

Learn current pay rates
Web sites offer \visitors
information on curre t pay
rates for both nation
and.
international positions. Sites
can provide averages and
ranges for specific jobs in cities
and ·s tates and, can compare
them to the national average ..,

Research helpful tips
.. There are many Web sites
that provide all kjnds ·Of infor-:
mation for job seekers. Web
sites ·
such ·
as
www.jobdirect.com
feature
career resources for people of
all ages. Jobdirect.com has
articles and tips on salary negotiation, job searching, promotions and career and industry
profiles.
UCF students should also
look at www.monstertrak.com
for information about the most
popular -and most in-demand
majors. Monstertrak.com is a
specialized part of monster.com
that focuses on college students .
and degrees. It provides career
advice, has a salary center and
a virtual interviewer.

TUI! AIN'T NO
•
.··• ·•.
.·. rill
.
~
~
-tlIY
or
tl~~[lltl.IJ
Dl!lf JOI!
PARKS & REC RE-A TION

·- -·
Internships
Organize activities, supervise
programs, and have fun NOT
doing the same thing every day.
Conduct part-time professional
work in a wide variety of athletic,
recreation, and special events
programs for citizens of all ages.

~

-

•

1-· 7

Athletics ana Aquatics .
Coordinator
_ Exciting work in planning, promotion and
supervision of a wide variety of athletic .
and aquatic programs, for citizens of all
ages.
Develops, 9rganizes and administers
leagues, tournaments, competitions,
displays and other related
athletic and aquatic
activities.

Life_guard
Tired of Tourists? Get a
community based, professional
lifeguard position with the City
of Casselberry.
Sure, we have great pay-but
add bonuses and ·extra pay'for
extra certifications -and you
better not hold your -breath to
save this position for yourself.

The City of Casselberry will be at the UCF Career Expo, January 22; for:

l .NTlltYl -IW!
Or contact the Personnel Department at 407-262-7700xl122 or e-mail us : personnel@casselberry.org

MIFIDN/ - EOE/AA-Drug Free Workplace

'
•

HANCOCK

Infonnation Group

Hancock Information Group is well known for
delivering cutting--edge outbound- teleservices to
business leaders in today's most competitive
.

.

· industries. That's why we're committed to
providing the best in individual training and
development-, with an emphasis
on meeting your career needs .

Orlando Sentiners
TOP 100

COMPANIES
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-Real.world
trials after
.graduation
conflict anymore. If my boss
wants me to work on a tough
assignment or go on a quick
Upon coming to that last business trip, I can't just say
semester before graduation, 'Well, I have class tomorrow,"'
a sudden fear overcomes Avitabile said.
many students. No longer will
Some students, like
you have the excuse·of having Angie Plemons, 23, advance
classes or homework or what- in the company they were
ever reason you may have working for while in college.
given to not be able to go to Plemons was an employee o~ .
work. Now you are expected Publix for two years and now
to grow up, get a 9-to-5 job · works for its corporate office
and hope that it relates in in the franchise-purchasing
some way to what you studied department. Plemons graduated from UCF in 2001 with· a
for the last four years.
Maygan Avitabile, 22, bachelor's degree in art and
graduated from UCF last fall has been at her job with
with a bachelor's degree in Publix for a year.
business
administration.
Plemons says she feels
She now works as a subcon- much more comfortable with
tract
administrator for her life now than she did in
Lockheed Martin Information college. "I honestly didn't
Systems. On an average day, enjoy college that much,
Avitabile wakes up at 5:30 mainly because I was studya.m. to be at work by 7 a.m. ing and working while many
and doesn,'t leave to come of my friends were out having
home until about 5 p.m. She a good t-ime. I had no choice. I
then does some chores, runs
some errands and relaxes for
a short time before going to
bed at about 9 p.m.
_
"The best part of having
a steady job is that I have a
- schedule that is consistent,
and I have more free time
because I don't have classes
after work, and I am not
involved in extracurricular
activiti'es," Avitabile said.
For most students who
are lucky enough to land good
jobs once they graduate, it is
a rewarding experience.
Unfortunately though, many
suffer through a lot of disappointment when their dream
jobs are not waiting for them.
-ANGIE PLEMONS
The Career Resoul'ce Graduate
Center offers many workshops and advising sessions
to help graduating students
with the transition into the had to put myself through
career world. Besides work- school by both attaining
shops for creating a resume scholarships and working as
and obtaining an internship, many hours as I could,"
the CRC also offers job- Plemons said.
searching tips, Web resources
Even though Plemons is
and tips on connecting your the youngest person in the
majors with careers. '\
department where she works,
Besides the CRC, iiidivid- she says the one thing that
ual colleges at UCF aid in separates her is that she has
launching the careers of \peir a degree. "I know that even
graduates by keeping in <\on- though I am treated like the
tact with employers and keep- rookie, they respect me for ·
ing track of their former stu- getting the education many of
dents' progress. Most pro- them didn't pursue," Plemons
fes sors and advisers suggest' said.
early internships or co-opts
However, even · with
to gain experience before advice, planning and a
graduation.
Advisers say degree, many students -are
that once a student finds a left with less'-than-desirable
steady job, they are usually job opportunities after graduable to adjust fairly quickly, ation. Some are forced to
but the hardest part is finding continue with wage-earning
that job. ·
jobs until they are able to
Avitabile said the only make a break into the field of
real adjustment she had to their choice. Some areas of
make in the transition into work are more competitive
her job was getting used to than others, forcing students _
the new amount of responsi- to search outside their.major
bility that was placed upon for job opportunities. Some
her.
majors even suggest haying a
"I had a lot less responsi- second degree or a minor to
bility as a student at all my fall back on in these cases.
jobs that I worked. I was also
Just remember: If you're
given a lot more flexibility to having trouble landing that
take random days off. I am spectacular job with your
now expected to fully commit degree there's always graduto work since school is not a ate school.

ZENITH INSURANCE COMPANY
U~DERWRITER TRA,NEE PROGRAM

• ., SARASOTAt FLORIDA

' ."

'*

ZENITH INSURANCE COMPANY, A LEADER IN THE WORKER'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE INDUSTRY, IS LOOKING FOR
AMBITIOUS, SELF-DRIVEN, AND ENERGETIC TEAM PLAYERS .TO JOIN OUR UNDERWRITING DEPARTMENT AS UNDERWRITER
TRAINEES. WE ARE ASERVICE DRIVEN ORGANIZATION THAT IS·COMMITTED TO HELPING BUSINESSES BE MORE SUCCESSFUL BY·PROTECTING THEM FROM THE FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF WORKPLACE INJURIES, PROVIDING FOR THE NEEDS
OF INJURED WORKERS, AND MAKING THE WORKPLACE SAFER.

SAMANTHA FREDERICKS
STAFF WRITER

iI

_"I know that
even though I am
treated Ii ke a ·
rookie, they
respect me for
getting the education many
of them didn't
pursue."

'.

UNDERWRITER TRAINEE PROGRAM (UTP) RESPONSIBILITIES
THE UTP IS AFULL-TIME, SIX-MONTH TRAINING EXPERIENCE DESIGNED FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES WHO DESIRE ACHALLENGING AND DYNAMIC CAREER AS A ZENITH WORKER'S COMPENSATION UNDERWRITER. OUR UNDERWRITERS ARE
RESPONSIBLE FOR ANALYZING INSURANCE INFORMATION FROM A DIVERSE GROUP OF BUSINESSES TO DBERMINE IF ~
RISK IS ACCEPTABLE FOR ZENITH TO UNDERTAKE. IN MAKING THE RISK DBERMINATION, UNDERWRITERS FREQUENTLY
PARTNER WITH THE MARKETING, CLAIMS, PREMIUM AUDIT AS WELL AS SAFETY AND HEALTH DEPARTMENTS.

(/

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS /REQUIREMENTS
A FOUR YEAR DEGREE IN A RELATED FIELD (BUSINESS, RISK MANAGEMENT, LIBERAL ARTS, ETC.) AS WELL AS AMINIMUM 3.0 GPA OR HIGHER REQUIRED. ABILITY TO BE SELF-DRIVEN, ANALYTICAL AND DECISIVE. EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND THE ABILITY TO WORK WITH TEAMS IMPORTANT. PREVIOUS WORK EXPERIENCE HELPFUL, BUT NOT
REQUIRED.

How TO APPLY:
To APPLY BY E-MAIL, FAX, OR MAIL, PLEASE SEND ARESUME TO EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING:
E-MAIL: FPOLLOCK@rHEZENITH.COM; FAX: (941) 362-6030;
MAIL: ZENITH INSURANCE COMPANY, ATTN: HUMAN RESOURCES-UTP, 1390 MAIN STREET, SARASOTA, fl 34236.

www.thezenith.com

._,
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The good, the bad and the funny jobs
From graveyard dclnger to poolside pleasure, we have them all
-

I

SAMANTHA FREDERICKS
STAFF WRITER

:.

Whether you earn $8 an hour in a setting where you fear being robbed or shot
at, or you work at the happiest place on
Earth and deal with some of America's
less-sophisticated consumers for just a
few dollars less, there are bound to be
drama-filled, heart-pumping stories of the
good and the bad when it comes to parttime student jobs.
Though most students complain
about something at their jobs, ranging
from not enough money o.r working too
much or not enough, to not liking coworkers or customers, there are times when
there are more . unusual ·circumstances
surrounding what makes a job good or
bad.
If you enjoy the excitement of danger, then perhaps working the graveyard shift
at a convenience store in downtown
Miami would be fun. However, Tricia
Holting, 24, ha~ a different perspective.
"I worked behind one of those bulletproof-glass windows. It was supposed to
make me feel safer, but it just reminded
me of the reason why they had one,"
Holting said. "Even though there was
another person working with me, I was
often scared to go to work. The people
that hung around the store at night were
a good example of why the job paid as
much as it did . . . because there really
was something to be afraid of."
Nicole Dinicola, 21, experienced a
similar situation at her serving job. She
worked from 10 p.m. until 4 a.m. at a deli
restaurant in Los Angeles for a year and
a half.

ADAM ROSCHE I CFF

Waiting tables at 5 a.m. is not most graduates' idea of the best way to utilize a college education.

"There were always two cops stationed at the door. They told us it was to
make sure no one walked out on the
check, but we knew it was really in case
someone decided to pull out a gun and
start shooting," Dinicola said.
You don't have to necessarily be
working in the worst part of town in the
early hours of the morning to experience
physical hazards on the job, however.
Eric Paulus was worIP.ng as a lifeguard in

Gainesville when he encountered an
unruly group of sunbathers.
"A few gentlemen had glass bottles
on the pool deck, a big no-no, and were
asked to leave. They refused to leave and
started
throwing
the
bottles.
Unfortunately; the 30 or so people at the
pool· were all related. It was a family
reunion, and they perceived my actions
as harassment and proceeded to join in
with the bottle throwing and vandalism.

Fortunately; Gainesville police responded
quickly with guns drawn and K-9 units. It
was a weird day;" Paulus said.
Now Paulus works as a lifeguard at ·
Disney and describes the job as "one of
the friendliest work environments I have
ever encountered." He is an advocate for
lifeguarding jobs.
"You will never get paid so much for
doing so little," Paulus said.
Not all Disney employees enjoy their
jobs quite so much, though. Simon
Yorinks, 20, who worked in the parks at
Disney over last summer, described many
encounters with guests as "frustrating,
mind-numbing experiences."
"Besides the endless, stupid questions that people ask, nothing compares.
to the stupid thing$. they do," Yorinks
said.
He described one incident in which a ·
man was SNOtted standing on the front
bumper of \he Splash· Mountain boat, ·
saluting the employee checking to make
sure everyone was in their seats.
"The man was standing upright, not
~in the boat, not even on the seat . . . No,
this bonehead decides that he needs to
stand and salute on the front bumper of
the log that was about to go off a cliff,"
Yorinks said.
Some jobs, on the other hand, have
some real perks. Monica McCormack, 19,
has two jobs. She has met Ja Rule anti
Chris Tucker af her job at the Marriott
Hotels, and she has helped cold, naked
students get back into their rooms at her
job as a RHAP on campus:
"Both jobs have their good points.
The RHAP job doesn't require much work
but produces some funny stories, and the
hotel job gives great benefits, discounts
and tuition reimbursement," McCormack
said.
.

..

Fin·d Your Future •••
Now Hiring at Wells Fargo ·f inancial
As a Credit M.anager, you will.~.
. • Enjoy a salaried position with a Fortune 100 Company
• Have performance and salary reviews at least every 3 months
• Complete a comprehensive training program
credit investigation, loan interviewing, sales and collection techniques
• Expect to qualify for promotion to Assistant and Store Manager

• Learn

Your Benefits include...
• Holidays and vacations - vacation is based on length of service. Full-time team members receive a minimum of nine paid holidays each
year.
• Thrift and profit sharing - contributions up to 6% of your salary receive an employer match of up to $2.50 for each dollar you
contributed.
• Stock plans - purchase Wells Fargo stock directly from your earnings with no fees.
You are also eligible for employee stock options as they are granted.
• Tuition reimbursement - if you choose to continue your education we will help with the cost.
• Team member referral-receive $500 and one day of vacation for each person
, .,.
that you refer who is hired
• Savings plan - earn 12% on balances up to $10,000

To find out more about the management-training program, visit our website at wellsfargormancial.com or contact: ·
Stuart; Goldberg, Branch Manager @ 7800 S. Hwy 17-92, Ste. 142, Fern Park, FL 32730

407/331-4900 or 407/831-3360 fax

B-14 •Employment

A letter from
-

.

the director.
Dear Student,

graduate students preparing
for and implementing their
The UCF Career
employment searches, career
Resource Center is pleased to
specialists can provide targethost the Spring 2003 Fall
Career Expo. On behalf of the ed strategies for success.
staff at the Career Resource
Services include:
Center, I'd like to encourage
• Career assessments
you to attend this important
• Career counseling
event. Over 100 companies
• Career workshops
interested in recruiting UCF
• Intern & Job Listings
students will be available to
discuss full-time career oppor- • Lockheed Martin workexperience -program
tunities. Many of these companies also sponsor internship •Job fairs
• Career libracy
opportunities. This is a
• Alumni mentoring (new this
"must-attend" event for college sei;rlors and graq.uate stu- spring)
dents who are graduating
• Career information
·resources (via the Web)
between now and May. Fbr
• Free career publications
other students, this event provides a unique opportunity to
and magazines
explore various_career
• Resume and cover letter critiques
options, to find information
• On-campus interviews
about many of the top U.S.
corporations, and to network
• Mock interview program
with recruiting professionals.
All of these services are '
We would also like you to
FREE of charge for current
stop by the Career Resource
·UCF -students. Students
Center or visit us via the
should register via the.GOLD
Internet at www.crc.ucf.edu,
(Grads On-line Database)
where we can help you with a
Connection to take full advanfull-range of career planni:Ilg,
tage of internship and jobinternship and employment
search services. From firstseeking services.
year students generating
The Career Resource
career options tailored to
Center is located in the ·
their strengths and
preferences; to
Student Resource Center
and is open from 8 a.m.
sophomores
researching
to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday. We
and narrowing their
look forward to helping you jump-start
career plans;
to juniors
your career.
seeking
career-related
-MElANIE L. PARKER.
experience; to
Career Resource Center
seniors and
Director

8'
ontrol.
Preparing. individuals for real-world experience~ is at the heart of what_we do.As you prepare. to graduate, now is
the time to take control of your career options.At CAE, we've built a reputation as the world's premier provider
of simulation and control technologies.We look forward to sharin~ our knowledge and preparing you for the future.

CAE Representatives will be at the Spring Job Fair on January 22, 2003. We are looking for dynamic individuals
for the following:

Software Engineers
We have entry level opportunities available for engineers. You will be gaining simulation design experience.
BSEE, BSCS, BSME, BS in Math or Physics a must. Software programming and real-time experience is preferred to
work · in computer systems, tactics/weapons, radar, avionics design, visual integration and instructor operator
station. Military modeling of tactics and weapons systems experience, CIC++, UNIX experience desired.

Job Code:AOl74-UCF
It's your future, take command of it. CAE offers exciting opportunities for growth and recognition as well as
competitive benefits.We are looking forward to seeing you at the Spring
job Fair. CAE USA, Human Resources Department, Post Office Box
15000, Tampa, FL 33684-5000 • Fax: 813-887-1522 • ·E-mail:
employment.fla@cae.com

·~

www.cae.com/careers/
eoe m/f/d/v dfw

CAE

ADAM RoscHE I CFF

The UCF Career Resource Center is available to help students find quality jobs.

.0

The Career Resource Center Web site is
your passport to a world of online career
and job-search resources. Simply point your
Web browser to www.crc.ucf.edu to check on
the latest job fair information. sign up for a
career planning mini-class, or link to a

variety of nationwide job bank Web sites
and searc~ engines. ·
The Web site also includes
information on the programs and services
offered by the CRC
UCF students and alumni up to one
semester after graduation can
~~~~~~=--__;._
access the GOLD
Connection free of
charge. The GOLD
Connection allows
registration of a
personal profile and
posting of your resume
so you may participate
in on-campus
interviews, view job
postings and track your
resume referral history.
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readi'ng Sti,u£ents In Tfie
'l~igfzt Virection.J
.
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._,anuary 22~ 200J -· __. ";:
. . 10:00 AM-3:00 PM

January 21, 2003

..
'·
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·~

, Location: UCF Arena

1:00 PM-4:00 PM
l.
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·Location: Live Oak

List of.EMPLOYERS for
.
both events at:

www.crc.ucf.edu
'

PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE REQUIRED
Sponsored by- ~he Career Resource Center ·
~

Unit of Academic Development and Retention
Division of St~dent Development and Enrollment Services

University of

· ·.

Central "
.Florida .

(t

-

I always saw myself working in an office. But it turned -out I like
thinking on my feet, doing ten things at once. I like managing a
balance sheet impacting a $6 billion company. And I definitely like
the potential to earn m""o re money than my friends clim~ing the
corporate _ladder.

:~-~~_;:~;.~~:;-

It's a little surprising how much I enioy it. But Enterprise is a

·il~ ·~~7~·~-_4

surprising place. They train me. Support me. Reward me when ·, ~ti;~ '~ttf
.

--:~

.

:.:#.~:· ·~~ :~-

' perform. Yet they let me do it my way, and I've never learned ' ~!~~ ~-~-~
1

--:· -;i...f"'~.

.so much ·in my life.

·My ptrsrrYtVtl trt;ttrfrise
~E·nterprise

enterprise.com/ careers Enterprisine applicants, please send resume to:
Christine Todd, Recruiting Manager,
130 Universtty Pork Dr., Ste. 235, Winter Pork, FL 32792.
-phone: (407) 6~0-1733 ext. 201 fax: (407) 670-1744
e-mail: ctodd@eroc.com

EOE
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